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Terms of Reference
1. That General Purpose Standing Committee No. 5 inquire into and report on the closure
of residential training at the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture and in particular:
(a)

the process by which the decision was made to close the residential training,

(b)

the community and industry consultation that preceded the announcement of
the proposal,

(c)

the impact on the Leeton and Yanco communities and district, and

(d)

the reasons why Murrumbidgee and Tocal Colleges have not been transferred
to the Department of Education and Training.

2. That the Committee report by Thursday 23 September 2004.1

1

iv

NSW Legislative Council Hansard No 52, 5 May 2004, p677, subsequently resolved by the House
that the reporting date for the inquiry be extended to Thursday 21 October 2004, NSW Legislative
Council Hansard No 73, 23 September 2004, p11365.
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Chair’s Foreword
The decision to cease full-time residential courses at Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture (MCA) was
announced by the Minister for Primary Industries on 3 September 2003, and all residential facilities at the
College were closed by the end of 2003. While some consultation was undertaken in formulating the original
2000 Report, the final decision was made without fully consulting teachers, students or the local community and
has been the subject of considerable concern by the affected communities. The lack of consultation was a major
factor in influencing the Legislative Council to refer the matter to General Purpose Standing Committee No 5
for inquiry and report.
In this report the Committee puts the view that consultation is an essential part of ensuring governments meet
the needs of communities, particularly rural communities. Although a Rural Communities Impact Statement was
prepared by the Department in relation to this decision, the Committee is concerned about the apparent lack of
rigour in its preparation. To address this concern, the Committee recommends that all rural community impact
statements be assessed by the Office of Rural Affairs before being included in any proposal going to Cabinet.
It has become clear to the Committee, through its public hearings and from the many submissions it received,
that Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture is a unique institution that is meeting the needs of members of the
Leeton and Yanco communities. The College makes a substantial contribution to the social capital of the
community by catering for students disadvantaged by distance and the economic impacts of the ongoing drought
in New South Wales. Prior to the decision the College also provided a venue for significant events that attracted
many visitors to the region.
The Committee visited the College and was impressed by the size and scope of the College infrastructure and
considers the facilities well worth maintaining for future projects. The site visit was valuable and provided the
Committee with a worthwhile opportunity to meet both genuine advocates of the College and many country
people directly affected by the decision.
This inquiry makes a number of important recommendations recognising the uniqueness of agricultural
education in New South Wales. Education is vital to the sustainability of rural communities. With rapid changes
in farming technology farmers need to continually upgrade their skills. Recognising that residential facilities are a
necessity rather than a luxury for isolated students, indigenous students and farmers attending short courses at
MCA the Committee recommends that the Department explore, in consultation with other agencies, innovative
ways by which the residential facilities at MCA can be reopened. The Committee further recommends that the
Department continue to seek improvement of courses offered and effectively market the courses, to ensure they
remain centres of excellence in agricultural education.
Finally, I wish to thank my fellow Committee members for their constructive approach to this inquiry. I would
also like to thank the members of the Committee secretariat for their support, particularly Ms Rachel Simpson,
Principal Council Officer and Ms Annie Marshall, Council Officer, in drafting a balanced report and organising
the Committee’s site visit.

Mr Ian Cohen MLC
Committee Chair
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Summary of Recommendations
Recommendation 1
Page 23
That all rural communities impact statements be assessed by the Regional Communities
Consultative Council before being included in any Cabinet proposal.
Recommendation 2
Page 34
That the Department explore with other agencies innovative ways by which the residential
facilities at the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture can be reopened, recognising that
residential facilities are essential for isolated students, indigenous students and farmers who may
attend short courses at the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture.
Recommendation 3
Page 34
That the Departmental working party examining the future of the Murrumbidgee College of
Agriculture infrastructure develop a strategy for use of the residential facilities in consultation
with the local community.
Recommendation 4
Page 35
That the residential facilities remain intact and functional until such time as the working party
examining the future of the College has completed its deliberations and reported.
Recommendation 5
Page 47
That the Government recognise the uniqueness and importance of agricultural education in New
South Wales and continue to provide adequate financial human and capital resources to
Murrumbidgee College of Agricultural, Yanco and CB Alexander Agricultural College, Tocal.
Recommendation 6
Page 47
That the Minister, in conjunction with the advisory councils of the Murrumbidgee College of
Agriculture and Tocal colleges, continue to seek improvement of courses offered at the Colleges
and effectively market these courses, to ensure both colleges remain centres of excellence in
agricultural education.

x
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Terms of Reference
1.1

On 5 May 2004 the Legislative Council resolved:
1.

2.

That General Purpose Standing Committee No. 5 inquire into and report on the
closure of residential training at the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture and in
particular:
(a)

the process by which the decision was made to close the residential training,

(b)

the community and industry consultation that preceded the announcement of
the proposal,

(c)

the impact on the Leeton and Yanco communities and district, and

(d)

the reasons why Murrumbidgee and Tocal Colleges have not been transferred
to the Department of Education and Training.

That the Committee report by Thursday 23 September 2004.4

1.2

These terms of reference were referred to the Committee by the House (the Hon Rick Colless
MLC) on 5 May 2004. The Committee later resolved that the Chair seek leave of the House
to extend the reporting date for the inquiry to Thursday 21 October 2004.5

1.3

Accordingly, a motion by the Hon Rick Colless, on behalf of Mr Ian Cohen was agreed to:
That the reporting date for the reference to General Purpose Standing Committee No.
5 relating to the closure of residential training at the Murrumbidgee College of
Agriculture be extended to Thursday 21 October 2004.6

Background to the inquiry
1.4

The Department of Primary Industries (the Department)7 maintains two agricultural colleges
in New South Wales – the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture (MCA) at Yanco and the CB
Alexander Agricultural College (Tocal) at Tocal.

1.5

On 3 September 2003 the Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries announced the closure of
full-time residential courses at MCA. The decision was based on the findings of a

4

Legislative Council, New South Wales, Minutes of Proceedings No 52, 1st session of the 53rd
Parliament, 5 May 2004, p677

5

GPSCNo. 5 Minutes of Meeting No 22, Item 7, p3

6

NSW Legislative Council Hansard No 73, 23 September 2004, p11365

7

At the time of the events discussed in this report the Department was known as the Department of
Agriculture. For the purposes of this report ‘the Department’ will be used to refer to both agencies.
Report – October 2004
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Departmental review conducted in 2000, with the report entitled Extending Education: Review of
the Agricultural Colleges within NSW Agriculture published in March 2001.
1.6

Students who had intended to enrol in Certificate 3 and 4 courses in 2004 and those who were
part way through their courses were unable to complete their education at MCA although
arrangements were made for students who wished to transfer to Tocal. Only one student took
up the Department’s offer, transferring to Tocal in 2004 to complete their study.

Call for submissions
1.7

Advertisements seeking submissions were placed in the major metropolitan and regional press,
including The Land, the Mildura Sunraysia Daily, the Wagga Wagga Daily Advertiser, the Griffith
Area News, the Leeton Murrumbidgee Irrigator and the West Wyalong Advocate.

1.8

The Committee also wrote to relevant individuals and organisations, including Mr Kevin
Sheridan AO, former Director-General of NSW Agriculture, the relevant Ministers – the Hon
Ian Macdonald MLC, Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries and the Hon Andrew Refshauge
MP, Minister for Education and Training, and Mr Adrian Piccoli MP, Member for
Murrumbidgee.

1.9

The Committee received a total of 39 submissions. A list of submissions is provided in
Appendix 1.

1.10

The Committee also received 121 form letters from the “Friends of Tocal”, addressing item 1
(d) of the Terms of Reference specifically. A list of signatories is provided in Appendix 2.

Public Hearings and site visit
1.11

The Committee held two public hearings during this inquiry. A list of witnesses is provided in
Appendix 3 and transcripts of the hearings can be found on the Committee’s website at
www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/committees. A number of documents were tabled during the
hearings and are listed in Appendix 4.

1.12

On 21 June 2004 the Committee flew to Yanco to hold a hearing. The Committee heard
evidence from MCA students, parents and other regional stakeholders. The second public
hearing was held in Sydney at Parliament House on 5 July 2004 at which Departmental
representatives and representatives from the agricultural industry gave evidence. During the
first hearing on 21 June 2004 the Committee inspected the Murrumbidgee College of
Agriculture’s extensive facilities and grounds at Yanco.

Procedural issues
1.13

Prior to the commencement of the inquiry the issues surrounding the decision were debated
on many occasions in the House.8 On 16 October, the House agreed to a motion moved by
8

2

For example, NSW Legislative Council Hansard, 3 December 2003, pp5666 - 5674 (article 34);
NSW Legislative Council Hansard, 2 December 2003, pp5515 - 5516 (article 22); NSW Legislative
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the Hon Rick Colless MLC that under Standing Order 52 ‘all documents relating to the
proposed closure of the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture’ be laid on the table of the
House by 11 November 2003. The call for papers was met by the Department and the
material provided background information for this report.9
1.14

On 3 December 2003 the House agreed to another motion moved by the Hon Rick Colless
MLC, that the House call on the Government to place a 12-month moratorium on the
proposed cessation of all residential and full-time courses at MCA. Speaking to the motion the
Minister informed the House that ‘I wish to make it absolutely clear that the Government
does not accept this motion and will proceed with its plans as stated.’10 The Minister
continued that the
suggestion that this decision was made hastily is completely erroneous and utterly
misleading … The issue dates back to 2000, when a comprehensive study was
conducted by NSW Agriculture to review the services and costs of agricultural
colleges within NSW Agriculture. It was hardly done hastily.11

1.15

Following the Committee’s second public hearing the Chair wrote to the Hon Andrew
Refshauge MP, Minister for Education and Training and the Hon Ian Macdonald MLC,
Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries requesting copies of correspondence between the
Ministers regarding the withdrawal of Commonwealth Education and Training funds from
NSW Agriculture. At the time of this report the Committee is continuing to pursue copies of
the correspondence, following the Minister’s initial refusal to provide the correspondence on
the basis of legal advice.12

This report
1.16

The Committee adopted this report at a meeting on 18 October 2004. The minutes of this and
other meetings held during the inquiry are presented in Appendix 5.
Structure of the report

1.17

This structure of this report reflects terms of reference 1(a) to 1(d) and contains four
substantive chapters:

Council Hansard, 24 February 2004Page 6385 (article 36); NSW Legislative Council Hansard, 16
October 2003, p3979 (article 2). The future of MCA was also debated in the Legislative Assembly.
9

Legislative Council, New South Wales, Minutes of Proceedings, No 26, 1st session of the 53rd
Parliament, item 2 and Minutes Of Proceedings No 30, 1st session of the 53rd Parliament, item 14

10

Hon Ian Macdonald MLC, Legislative Council, New South Wales, Hansard, 3 December 2003,
p5666

11

Hon Ian Macdonald MLC, Legislative Council, New South Wales, Hansard, 3 December 2003,
p5666

12

Correspondence to the Minister for Primary Industries from the Chair, 12 July 2004;
Correspondence from the Minister for Primary Industries to the Chair, 4 August 2004;
Correspondence from the Chair to the Minister for Primary Industries, 7 August 2004
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4

•

Chapter 2 outlines the reasons for the decision to close the full-time residential
facilities at Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture, Yanco (referred to
throughout the report as ‘the decision’)

•

Chapter 3 examines the impact of this decision on the south west region and in
particular the Leeton and Yanco communities, the agricultural sector and
students of MCA

•

Chapter 4 provides an analysis of the consultation process that was undertaken
by the then Department of Agriculture in relation to the decision

•

Chapter 5 examines the appropriateness of transferring MCA and Tocal College
to the Department of Education and Training.
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Chapter 2

The decision to close residential facilities
at Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture

On 3 September 2003, the Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries (now the Minister for Primary
Industries), the Hon Ian Macdonald MLC (the Minister) announced that full-time residential courses
offered at the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture (MCA) would close at the end of 2003. This
chapter addresses Term of reference 1(a) which required the Committee to inquire into and report on:
the process by which the decision was made to close the residential training

In addressing Term of reference 1(a) this Chapter looks at:
•

What the decision encompassed

•

The reasons for the decision

•

The Rural Communities Impact Statement prepared as part of the decisionmaking process and

•

The means by which the decision was communicated to MCA staff, students and
parents.

What was included in the decision?
2.1

Throughout the inquiry there was some confusion as to the exact nature of the Minister’s
decision and what the decision included. The Minister’s decision was announced in a media
release on 3 September which said in part:
Full-time residential programs at the Yanco facility will end on December 13, and
students can continue their agricultural studies at Tocal starting in 2004. Yanco’s parttime programs will finish when the last of the trainees have completed their
traineeships. Future traineeships will be fulfilled by CB Alexander in Tocal or TAFE
NSW.13

2.2

The Committee notes that, although not spelled out in the Minister’s press release, the
cessation of full-time residential courses at MCA also meant that all residential facilities at
MCA were closed at the end of 2003.

2.3

Dr Richard Sheldrake, Deputy Director-General Agriculture and Fisheries, Department of
Primary Industries, reiterated the fact that the College had not been closed, as part of his
evidence before the Committee on 5 July 2004:
… contrary to the misleading statements frequently appearing in the media,
Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture has not been closed but rather remains an
important and growing centre for continuing education. More than a dozen new short
courses and distance learning courses are being introduced to Murrumbidgee College
13

Hon I Macdonald MLC, Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries, ‘Macdonald announces changes to
NSW Agriculture’s continuing education and corporate services units’, Media Release, 3 September
2003
Report – October 2004
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this year, and, as the Minister announced recently, a strong push is being made to
expand it into irrigation training in co-operation with Charles Sturt University.14

2.4

Following the decision, from 2004 the MCA will concentrate on providing adult continuing
education courses, short courses and distance learning. There are no residential facilities
available for use by students of continuing education courses run at MCA. The impact of this
decision will be examined in Chapter 3 of this report.

Reasons for the decision
2.5

The Minister’s press release dated 3 September gave the following reason for the decision:
Full-time enrolments at MCA have dropped from 65 in 2000 to 39 this year.
As a result, the estimate net cost by Government to support each full-time student is
$24,800 – double what it was three years ago, and nearly three times the next cost per
full-time student at the Tocal campus.15

2.6

Dr Sheldrake spoke of the reason for the decision during his evidence before the Committee:
Regardless of how it is measured, whether by enrolments or student contact hours,
college records demonstrate unequivocally that for an equivalent investment of public
resources, the Tocal college has regularly serviced up to three times as many students
as the Murrumbidgee college. Thus, since 2000 full-time students at the
Murrumbidgee college have cost at least twice as much per head as they cost at Tocal.
That difference was unsustainable and it would have been irresponsible of the
department to not take action on what was clearly an inefficient use of public
resources.16

2.7

Dr Sheldrake continued that
The decision to cease residential courses at the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture
[MCA] at Yanco was a properly constituted and carefully considered process.17

2.8

6

The decision followed two significant government reviews. The first was undertaken by the
Department in 2000 to review the services and costs of agricultural colleges within the
Department. The second was a review of vocational education and training in agriculture
commissioned by Cabinet and undertaken in 2003. NSW Agriculture, TAFE NSW, the
Cabinet Office and NSW Treasury were represented on the Cabinet review. The following
sections look at these reviews. The Committee examines the consultation that was undertaken
as part of those reviews in closer detail in Chapter 4 of this report.

14

Dr Richard Sheldrake, Deputy Director-General of Agriculture and Fisheries, Department of
Primary Industries, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p3

15

Hon I Macdonald MLC, Media Release, 3 September 2003

16

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p3

17

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p3
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Extending Education review
2.9

The report from the 2000 review titled Extending Education: review of the Agricultural colleges within
NSW Agriculture (Extending Education report) was published in March 2001. The purpose of the
review was to address the decline in full-time residential students at both Yanco and Tocal
colleges and the need to resource the Colleges appropriately.18 The terms of reference for that
review were to:

2.10

1.

Identify the opportunities and the means by which NSW Agriculture’s
agricultural colleges can strengthen the delivery of flexible, relevant and
innovative training and educational activities to clients.

2.

Review the potential of the physical, human and technological resources
required to meet these opportunities.

3.

Evaluate opportunities to further enhance the links between the Colleges,
Departmental Programs, Centres of Excellence and external bodies.19

The review made 19 recommendations. These are reproduced as Appendix 5. Most relevant to
the MCA and this inquiry was recommendation H which states:
That consideration be given to consolidating full-time residential activity to one
College site by 2004 if the decline in full-time student numbers continues into 2003.20

Student numbers
2.11

The 2000 review identified student enrolment at Yanco and Tocal for the years 1997 to 2001.
The Committee has also obtained data on enrolments during 2002 and 2003, and data on
student hours for the years 2000 to 2002.21 These have been compiled in tables 2.1 and 2.2
below. 22 Note that the figures are intended to be illustrative of a trend in student enrolments
only. There are inconsistencies in the way these figures are reported each year and also
inconsistencies in the way the information is presented by each college. Consequently there
may be some slight discrepancies in the tables below.

18

NSW Agriculture, Extending Education: Review of the Agricultural Colleges within NSW Agriculture, March
2001 (Extending Education report), p8

19

Extending Education, p2

20

Extending Education, p6

21

Source: 2001 & 2002 delivery statistics, Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture and CB Alexander
Agricultural College Tocal, tabled in the House 11 November 2003 pursuant to an order for papers
16 November 2003: Legislative Council New South Wales, Minutes of Proceedings, No 30, 1st session
of the 53rd Parliament, item 14

22

Source: Extending Education: Review of the Agricultural Colleges within NSW Agriculture, March 2001;
2001 & 2002 delivery statistics, Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture and CB Alexander Agricultural
College Tocal, Draft Ministerial Briefing note, Increased organisational efficiencies, education function, 2 July
2003, tabled in the House 11 November 2003 pursuant to an order for papers 16 November 2003:
Legislative Council New South Wales, Minutes of Proceedings, No 30, 1st session of the 53rd
Parliament, item 14
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Table 2.1

Student enrolments, Yanco and Tocal, 1997 to 2003
Yanco

Tocal

Full-time

Part-time

Short
course

Total

Full-time

Part-time

Short
course

Total

1997

60

95

189

344

94

52

-

146

1998

44

59

689

792

66

69

427

562

1999

59

88

4929

5076

102

54

496

652

2000

49

85

4003

4137

112

49

435

596

2001

32

152

3303

3487

75

24

1303

1402

2002

28

127

2345

2500

98

46

1725

1868

2003

39

80

-

*

108

35

-

*

Note: Figures for short course enrolment were not available for 2003, so it is not possible to calculate total enrolments at either college for that year.

Table 2.2

Student enrolments, course hours, Yanco and Tocal, 2000 to 2002
Yanco

Tocal

Full-time

Part-time

Short
course

Total

Full-time

Part-time

Short
course

Total

2000

69,430

33,310

84,913

187,653

154,200

15,875

14,410

184,485

2001

41,920

32,787

90,832

165,539

108,650

6,784

25,980

141,414

2002

37,112

50,333

83,688

171,133

110,520

11,280

17,250

139,050

Note: The Committee was unable to obtain information on course hours for the years prior to 2000 or for 2003

2.12

As can be seen from Table 2.1 above, MCA experienced a 35 per cent decrease in full-time
student enrolments from 1997 to 2002. Over the same period, Tocal experienced an increase
of fifteen per cent, although the full-time enrolments in 2003 at Tocal were down by four per
cent from a peak of 112 students in 2000.

2.13

The Chairman of the MCA Advisory Council, Mr Jim Geltch, suggested during his evidence
on 21 June that a focus on student numbers was inconsistent with normal practice amongst

8
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the education community and that student contact hours would be a better measure of
activity. He continued:
In the year 2000 there were 179,035 student contact hours and in 2002, 135,379. They
are audited student contact hours. That includes all students, whether they are from
traineeships, residential courses, Aboriginal rural training, or whatever it might be.23

2.14

Dr Sheldrake’s response to this assertion was that there was a definite decline, ‘however it is
measured’ (see para 2.7 above).24

2.15

Table 2.1 also illustrates a significant increase in full-time MCA enrolments in 2003 from the
low in 2002, an increase of 40 per cent. Mr Daniel Slennett, an ex-student of MCA, informed
the Committee that during 2003 students thought enrolments would continue to grow in the
future:
After we heard the College was shutting down we thought—our year was probably
the biggest year in the past 10 years or something and the next year—this year, if the
College was open this year—it probably would have doubled pretty much what our
year was last year. We were going to get more.25

2.16

Mr Geltch also questioned the basis upon which the assertions regarding declining student
numbers were made. During his evidence on 21 June Mr Geltch suggested that:
When you say "dramatically decreased", again I reiterate that you are looking at fulltime residential courses, which is not what we should be looking at. We should be
looking at this institution as an educational institution for young people. How that is
delivered I think is the real moot point and it is delivered in a number of different
ways. If you look at the totality of the number of different ways that that is delivered,
there has not been a dramatic decline in numbers.26

2.17

The Committee heard many reasons for the decline in enrolments. Principal among the
reasons suggested for the decline was the drought. Mr Gordon Dunlop, NSW State President
of the Isolated Children and Parents’ Association, discussed the flow-on effects of the drought
on enrolments at MCA during his evidence on 21 June 2004:
The impact of the drought has certainly had some impact on MCA. It is not the
overall impact. There has been an overall decline in the rural population. … It
certainly has had an effect on the enrolment at MCA. … The reason for the decline is
that families cannot afford to educate their children. When they get to years 11 and 12
and they cannot cope with face-to-face teaching they come to agricultural colleges.
They also feel obliged to stay at home and help their families. It is a big expense to
board and the drought has had some impact. I am sure that if everything was fine and
there had never been a drought there would not be a decline in the numbers. 27
23

Mr Jim Geltch, President, MCA Advisory Council, Evidence, 21 June 2004, p28

24

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p2

25

Mr Daniel Slennett, ex-student, Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture, Evidence, 21 June 2004, p2

26

Mr Jim Geltch, Evidence, 21 June 2004, p 30

27

Mr Gordon Dunlop, NSW State President, Isolated Children and Parents’ Association, Evidence,
21 June 2004, p53
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2.18

Ms Diana Gibbs, Chair of the Regional Communities Consultative Council, also cited the
impact of the drought as a reason for declining enrolments at MCA:
we have been going through the worst drought in history, as I am sure you are aware,
… So, there has not been much spare cash to do any courses. I would expect a
downturn in any activity because of the drought.28

2.19

Mr Richard Chaffey, a farmer who is also a member of the Tocal Advisory Council, told the
Committee that the drought would have a big impact on people’s ability to send their children
to MCA to undertake full-time courses:
I am concerned about the socioeconomic effect of the drought, particularly at
Murrumbidgee. That has had a real impact on the ability of people to pay for their
sons and daughters to do the course. That probably has not been highlighted much
today. People cannot afford to send their kids away from the farms in the west.29

2.20

The Committee acknowledges that full-time enrolments at both MCA and Tocal have
declined over recent years. The reasons for that decline are varied but many can be attributed
to the effect of the drought on the Murrumbidgee district and agriculture generally. To
address this decline in numbers, the Committee heard that following the review, the
Department increased MCA’s consolidated revenue budget by 20 per cent and embarked
upon a number of strategies such as an intensive advertising campaign.30

2.21

The Committee notes that, in response to a question on notice, the Department provided the
Committee with details of funding to MCA for the years 1999 to 2003. These figures are
provided in table 2.3 below:

Table 2.3

Murrumbidgee College ConFund Expenditure Financial years ending 1999 to 2003
Year

ConFund Expenditure

1999

$2,016,905

2000

$1,792,132

2001

$1,757,304

2002

$1,910,546

2003

$2,020,272

Source: Correspondence from the Hon Ian Macdonald MLC, Minister for Primary Industries and Natural Resources, 4 August 2004,
providing answers to questions taken on notice 5 July 2004, answer to question no. 5.

2.22

10

The Committee notes that despite claims of an increase in funding to MCA, in 2003 funding
was still only at 1999 levels.
28

Ms Diana Gibbs, Chair, Regional Communities Consultative Council, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p18

29

Mr Richard Chaffey, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p42

30

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p2
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2.23

With respect to advertising the College, Dr Sheldrake told the Committee that:
The College council tried, in conjunction with the department, to look at ways of
increasing the number of students at Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture. Ms
Howard might give you the details, but we put in place a fairly significant advertising
program on television. If you lived in the central west and watched the cricket over
the summer and the Olympics there was a pretty strong and solid advertising
campaign promoting Murrumbidgee college during the summer period.31

2.24

The Committee accepts that the Department, the College and the Advisory Council did take
steps to redress the decline in student numbers. However, these steps clearly did not prove
effective.

2.25

On notice, the Committee asked the Department whether the review identified the number of
students required to make the full-time residential courses at MCA economically viable. In
response, the Department indicated that it did not. The Committee notes the increase in
student numbers in 2003 and considers that insufficient time was allowed for enrolments,
which increased in 2003 by forty per cent, to increase to a level that would make the College
sustainable.

Cost per student
2.26

The Extending Education Report found that both MCA and Tocal were heavily subsidised at a
cost of approximately $9,000 per student at Tocal and $15,000 per student at MCA.32 The
average cost per student for the calendar year 2000 is represented in the table below:

Table 2.4

Average cost per student, MCA and Tocal colleges, 2000
Full-time

Part time

External*

Short Course

MCA

$14,785.29

$4,212.26

$597.93

$159.29

Tocal

$9,197.25

$3,232.31

$733.11

$552.69

* ‘External’ at MCA means fully funded students; at Tocal it means home study students
Source: Extending Education, Appendix 3, p36.

2.27

The Committee heard substantial evidence regarding the method for calculating the cost per
student, with some witnesses asserting that different methodologies were used for calculating
the cost at Tocal and MCA. Mr Geltch questioned the numbers during his evidence on 21
June:
I ask on what basis you have used those numbers? I think that is important because,
again, I think it comes back to a question of whether you are just dividing the number
of residential students by the recurrent funding or consolidated revenue number. I
think that is far too simplistic. I think that what you need to do is look at the student
contact hours in totality, look at the cost of supplying those student contact hours and
31

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p10

32

Extending Education p12
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come up with a number there. I think that is what you need to do to compare apples
with apples.33

2.28

Likewise, Mr Dunlop questioned the basis for the Department’s costing:
The $24,500 was a costing for only 39 full-time students. They did not take into
account the 2,400 part-time hours that should have been added to the costing of the
39 full-time students. Tocal's costings included both full-time and part-time students.
When you put the two figures for MCA together with Tocal's figures you come up
with a costing of about $12,000, which is well under the TAFE recommendation. It
works out at about $19.80 and $12.80 an hour and TAFE ranges from $12 to $18 an
hour face-to-face.34

2.29

Mr Geltch tabled documents during his evidence contradicting the methodology applied by
the Department when calculating the costs associated with MCA and Tocal. The document
stated:
It is not appropriate to include home study courses or sales of home study materials in
the calculation of AHC (Annual Hours Curriculum) … Tocal’s delivery statistics
include sales of home study books and home study courses of 492,430 hours in 2001
and 411,420 hours in 2002. These hours are not recognised as Annual Hours
Curriculum (AHC) by any educational authority.35

2.30

In response to these assertions, the Committee asked Dr Sheldrake to clarify the methodology
used by the Department for calculating cost per student at MCA and Tocal. In response to
this question, which was taken on notice by Dr Sheldrake, the Committee was provided with
the following methodology:
METHODOLOGY USED TO CALCULATE COST PER STUDENT AT
TOCAL AGRICULTURAL CENTRE & MURRUMBIDGEE COLLEGE OF
AGRICULTURE
The average student costs at each college for the years 2000 to 2003 inclusive were
prepared using the methodology developed and applied for the Review of the
Agricultural Colleges within NSW Agriculture published March 2001.
The College review methodology was developed by the Registrars of both colleges in
consultation with staff of the Management Accounting Unit (MAU) of the Finance &
Administration Program to ensure a consistent and appropriate treatment of expenses.
The steps involved in the preparation of the costings include:
•

12

All salaries expenditure and associated salary on costs were gathered (this
included Consolidated Fund Salaries and Industry/Other funds). The staff
included was as per the list in Appendix 5 of the “ Review of the Agricultural
Colleges within NSW Agriculture”.

33

Mr Geltch, Evidence, 21 June 2004, p28

34

Mr Dunlop, Evidence, 21 June 2004, p52

35

Tabled Document No 1C, Mr J Geltch, Costings
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•

All staff were listed on a spreadsheet. The time each spent on various
functions was allocated in hours per week. Categories included
Administration, Domestic, Education comprising (Full-time, Part-time, Short
Course, External), Farm, Other. The hours each officer spent on various
functions was (sic) arrived at by consultation with Section Leaders who in turn
discussed the times with their staff to arrive at a fair figure. When totalled the
hours for each category was (sic) converted to a percentage of the total hours.
This percentage was used to arrive at the salary cast (sic) by function.

•

All operating costs were added together and any expenditure that was not
considered part of the education or college operation was removed. At Tocal,
we removed such things as Tocal Homestead Maintenance expenditure,
payments to the CB Alexander Foundation and Advisory Office expenses.
Since Consolidated and Industry fund expenditure is largely split by section or
Function anyway these figures were reasonable (sic) easy to gather ie Award
Courses, Administration, Continuing Education etc). Section managers were
asked to nominate the % of expenditure spent on each function. Where there
were some mixed functions such as Farm and Assets expenditure (sic) was
split in much the same way. From the information I have the costs included
expenditure against Assets Cost Centres 1527, 1528, and 919 in order to
ensure all expenditure was included.

•

An allocation of $100,000 Growth Fund Capital Equipment was treated as
Full-time student expenditure.

•

Income was gathered and split in much the same fashion as the last two
points above. Income from Short Courses, Commonwealth Growth funds,
By-Product Income Account, Student Fees and other external projects was
split according to Full-time, Part-time etc.

•

Management Accounting provided the depreciation figure, which together
with the above process produced the figures contained in the “Review of the
Agricultural Colleges within NSW Agriculture”.

•

MAU also reviewed these figures to ensure that a similar process was
followed.

NB:
The net cost referenced in Appendix 3 of the College Review for Tocal and
Yanco (ie. $1,085,276 and $961,044 (for Tocal & Yanco, respectively) was used to
calculate the cost per student at both colleges over the years 2001 – 2003, inclusive,
viz. the net cost for 2000 was divided by the number of students each year to arrive at
the cost per student. 36

Other financial indicators
2.31

Other key business and financial performance indicators identified in the Report include:
•

36

External funding – MCA was very successful at obtaining external funds –
$4.3million over three years 1997 to 2000, compared to $0.3million over the
same period at Tocal

Department of Primary Industries, Responses to Questions on Notice, Attachment 1, 279-03, pp12
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•

Publication sales – MCA achieved sales of $9,000 over period 1997 to 2000;
Tocal $488,000 over the same period

•

Courses offered – MCA offered 118 accredited courses over the period 1998 to
2000. Tocal offered 28 over the same period

•

Occupancy rates – 50 per cent for student accommodation, averaged over three
years (1998 to 2000), based on a 365-day year for both colleges. MCA short
course occupancy rate was 12 per cent and Tocal’s was 28 per cent

•

Asset value 2000 – MCA $22,564,681; Tocal $16,162,983

•

Overall net cost of the Colleges for 2000 was $3,042,198 at MCA and $2,585,168
at Tocal, calculated by adding expenses and depreciation and subtracting revenue.

Report conclusion
2.32

The Report concluded that the review ‘has provided the framework to grow NSW Agriculture
VET services’. The report continued that:
This framework needs to be supported by consolidating full-time residential activity
and properly resourcing our capability to meet the growing demand for continuing
education.37

2.33

Dr Sheldrake reiterated the report’s conclusions during his evidence:
The report recommended that consideration be given to the consolidation of services
if full-time student numbers continued to decline. Unfortunately, they did. Efforts to
reverse that trend, including intensive promotion campaigns and statewide school
visits, were to no avail. Despite that, four additional full-time staff were appointed to
the College and teaching vacancies were kept filled with competent staff, even when
student numbers were very low. 38

2003 review
2.34

A further, smaller scale review was conducted in 2003. This review, which was commissioned
by Cabinet, considered the activity and roles of the providers with particular focus on areas of
inefficiency or duplication. Dr Sheldrake told the Committee that NSW Agriculture, TAFE
NSW, the Cabinet Office and NSW Treasury were represented on the review, and that it
added further justification for the closure of residential facilities:
The review canvassed the option of transferring NSW Agriculture's vocational
education training activities to the Department of Education and Training, TAFE. It
was noted that there was duplication between the traineeships offered by the
Murrumbidgee college and the Riverina Institute of TAFE, and it was decided that the
College should withdraw from that activity. TAFE delivery is non-residential and the

14

37

Extending Education, p30

38

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p2
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Department of Education and Training did not want to acquire NSW Agriculture's
physical facilities at MCA. 39

Conclusion
2.35

The Committee acknowledges that there has been a decline in full-time enrolments at MCA
and Tocal, much of which can be explained by the long lasting drought that New South Wales
is experiencing. The Committee does note, however, that in 2003 there was a 40 per cent
increase in full-time enrolments at MCA from 2002, as a consequence of a community
awareness campaign.

2.36

The 2001 Extending Education report allowed only two years for MCA to increase enrolments.
Two years is not long enough to assess whether a trend has been reversed. The Committee
considers it regrettable that MCA was not allowed sufficient time to consolidate the increase
in student numbers enjoyed by the College in 2003. Had the MCA been allowed more time it
is possible that the numbers would have continued to increase to a level that would make the
full-time residential courses at the College financially viable.

How was the decision communicated?
2.37

On 3 September 2003 the Minister released two press releases announcing changes to the
Department’s provision of agricultural education in NSW.40

2.38

There was some inconsistency in the evidence presented to the Committee about how
information about the decision was disseminated. Mr Slennett told the Committee about how
he heard of the decision:
I was out at Darlington Point at Cooper Station doing work experience at the time
with a co-student, Bradley Arnold. I was working out there, we were talking and we
just decided to call the college to see what was happening down here. We got the news
saying that the college was shutting down and it was probably an hour something later
from Darlington Point.41

2.39

Mrs Rodham, the mother of an ex-student at MCA told the Committee she heard about the
decision ‘through the media’.42 Mrs Rodham continued that her son was on work experience
at the time the decision was announced and that he was informed about the decision in the
following way:
My son was on the work experience at the time at the Trangie research centre. There
were three of them up there at the time and they had gone up with one of the office
staff. I think she had taken them up and her husband worked here. That is the only

39

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p2

40

Hon I Macdonald MLC, Media Release, 3 September 2003

41

Mr Slennett, Evidence, 21 June 2004, p4.

42

Mrs Jeanette Rodham, Evidence, 21 June 2004, p17
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way the children found out. Her husband rang her and told her, and the kids got told
that we have to go back. There has been nothing whatsoever.43

2.40

This contradicts evidence later received by the Committee from Dr Sheldrake and
representatives of the Department. On 5 July 2004 Dr Sheldrake informed the Committee
that:
The students were advised and the parents were also advised in a letter from me. Ms
Howard visited the College and met with the students and spoke to them.44

2.41

Ms Howard, Program Manager, Education and Training, Department of Primary Industries,
continued:
That was 3 September at about 1.30 in the afternoon. It was the same day as the
announcement. I was advised on the day that all students were at the meeting when I
spoke to them but I understand since then that two or three students were at Trangie
doing prac work.45

2.42

Ms Scott-Orr, Executive Director Research and Advisory, Department of Primary Industries,
told the Committee that she told Mr Geltch the same morning that the Minister announced
the decision and that the staff and students were being advised, and that the Department’s
intention in Ms Howard going to the College, was to ‘advise everybody simultaneously’. Dr
Sheldrake admitted that ‘it is unfortunate that, as it turned out, a small number of students
were not at the College’ and thus heard about the decision on the radio.46
Conclusion

2.43

16

It is regrettable that all students, staff and parents of MCA did not learn of the decision firsthand. Witnesses who participated in the Committee’s inquiry expressed shock at hearing about
the decision. The Committee considers that close and ongoing consultation with and
involvement of students, staff and parents prior to the closure announcement would have
been a more appropriate Departmental decision-making process. This consultation process is
discussed in the next chapter.

43

Mrs Rodham, Evidence, 21 June 2004, p22

44

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p8

45

Ms Ellen Howard, Program Manager, Education and Training, Department of Primary Industries,
Evidence, 5 July 2004, p8

46

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p9
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Chapter 3

Consultation

This chapter addresses Term of reference 1(b) for this inquiry which required the Committee to inquire
into and report on:
the community and industry consultation that preceded the announcement of the
proposal

This chapter identifies the consultation undertaken by the then Department of Agriculture (the
Department) with the following groups or individuals:
• Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture (MCA) Advisory Council (the Advisory
Council)
•

Students and parents of students and staff of the MCA

•

Members of the Leeton and Yanco local communities

•

State Government advisory bodies and other industry groups

The Department’s view
3.1

Dr Richard Sheldrake, Deputy Director-General Agriculture and Fisheries, Department of
Primary Industries, informed the Committee that the decision to close full-time residential
courses at MCA was ‘a properly constituted and carefully considered process.’47 Dr Sheldrake
outlined the consultation that was undertaken as part of the decision-making process during
his evidence on 5 July 2004:
Consultation was undertaken in 2000 with college management, staff, full-time
residential students, departmental managers, college advisory councils and TAFE
NSW. The review conducted staff meetings and interviews, structured group meetings
and received written submissions. The final report was written in 2000 and given to
staff.48

3.2

The Committee questioned Dr Sheldrake and other Departmental witnesses further about
their consultation with students prior to the decision being announced, in response to which
the Department indicated that there had been no further consultation after the 2000 report
was released.49

47

Dr Richard Sheldrake, Deputy Director-General Agriculture and Fisheries, Department of Primary
Industries, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p2

48

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, p2

49

Ms Ellen Howard, Program Manager, Education and Training, Department of Primary Industries,
Evidence, 5 July 2004, p9
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Consultation with students, parents and staff of the MCA
3.3

When asked whether students had been consulted prior to the decision to close full-time
residential courses at MCA, Ms Butler, who was a first year student in 2003 answered ‘there
was just nothing’ and ‘it was a big shock’.50 Mr Slennett, who also attended the College in 2003
reiterated that the decision ‘just came out of the blue’.51

3.4

Ms Butler’s mother discussed the lack of consultation in her submission to the inquiry:
I do not believe the Government completely thought this decision through and
weighed up the impact the closure would have on the surrounding communities. What
I would like to know [is] how the Government can make a major decision, to cease
full-time residential courses, in a matter of hours. All without discussing with the
people who would be mostly impacted by their decision.52

3.5

Another mother of an ex-student at MCA, Mrs Jeanette Rodham also lamented the lack of
consultation with parents prior to the decision:
The only way we were informed otherwise was when we wrote letters of complaint, I
suppose it was, to the Government. We got letters back to say that it had been closed,
and that was it. Other than that there had been no contact with any of the parents
whatsoever. We had no idea what was going on at all.53

The MCA Advisory Council
3.6

The extent to which the Advisory Council was consulted was the subject of some debate
during the Inquiry’s public hearings. Advisory Council minutes indicate that the Extending
Education report was discussed at several meetings, and Mr Geltch, Chairman of the Advisory
Council, told the Committee that he had spoken to Ms Helen Scott-Orr from the Department
on a number of occasions. Referring to these, Mr Geltch told the Committee that ‘the
Minister could state that we were involved in the consultation process and that would be a fair
comment. However, it was a devious way to achieve that outcome.’54

3.7

Mr Geltch further contended that the Advisory Council was not provided with a full copy of
the 2001 Extending Education report and was not made aware of the recommendation that
consideration be given to consolidating full-time courses into one institution
(Recommendation H), that Ms Howard from the Department ‘did not present us with the
report at the meeting in June’ and in fact ‘cherry-picked some of the recommendations from
the report.’55
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Submission No 9, Mrs Louise Butler, p2
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3.8

In response to these contentions, Dr Sheldrake outlined the meetings at which the review and
its report were discussed with the Advisory Council. He told the Committee:
It was certainly discussed at the December meeting of the advisory council in 2000
and then again at the June and December meetings of 2001. The minutes of the
Wednesday 13 June 2001 meeting of the advisory council, which was held at 9.30 a.m.
at the Amaroo conference centre, say, "The council was very concerned about the
summary of recommendations point re full-time students to be at one facility". That
refers to recommendation H in the review.56

3.9

In response to the specific suggestion that the Advisory Council did not receive a copy of the
2001 Extending Education Report, Dr Sheldrake told the Committee that he ‘cannot say whether
they received a copy of the report’ but that ‘the principal of the College, who was a member of
the advisory council, received a copy of the report’ and that ‘the minutes certainly indicate that
they discussed that issue.’57

3.10

On the basis of the evidence it has heard, the Committee does not believe the Department
consulted fully with the Advisory Council, students or parents. Some attempts at consultation
were made but with inadequate provision of information in relation to the Advisory Council.

3.11

Government members of the Committee believe that there is conflicting evidence as to the
nature or level of consultation that occurred between the Department and the Advisory
Council.

Consultation with members of the Leeton and Yanco local communities
3.12

In reply to questions from the Committee the representatives of Leeton Shire Council and
Griffith City Council informed the Committee that neither had been consulted prior to the
decision being made.58 Mr Andrew Crakanthorp, Assistant General Manager of Griffith City
Council, informed the Committee that:
… the Griffith City Council is not aware of any consultation, as you alluded to earlier,
that occurred prior to the announcement regarding this facility and certainly in regard
to socioeconomic impact studies. Unfortunately, as one who has lived in the western
Riverina region for some time now, it would appear that, across the State, there has
been little regard paid by the State Government to these proposals for consultation
and socioeconomic impact studies. All too often we see that the decisions are made
and previous commitments to such processes are simply overlooked, and it is very
disappointing.59

3.13

In its submission to the inquiry, Leeton Shire Council also notes the lack of consultation:
Simply put, there was no community or industry consultation. The first that the Mayor
and General Manager of Leeton Shire Council knew of the matter was when we were
56

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, pp7-8

57

Dr Sheldrake, Evidence, 5 July 2004, pp7-8

58

Mr Dino Zappacosta, Acting Mayor, Griffith City Council, Evidence, 21 June 2004, p12
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contacted early on 3 September 2003, and asked to attend a meeting at MCA where
the announcement was made later that day.60

3.14

The Member for Murrumbidgee, Mr Adrian Piccoli MP, also told the Committee he was
unaware of any consultation with the local community prior to the decision to close residential
facilities at MCA:
The second point is that there was no real consultation prior to this decision being
made. Even when I was told I refused to believe it and said I did not think any
government would close a college. I was wrong.61

Consultation with State Government advisory bodies and other industry
organisations
Riverina Regional Development Board
3.15

The Committee asked representatives of two key state government advisory bodies who
appeared before it whether they had been consulted prior to the decision’s being announced
in September 2003. In response, the Chairs of the Riverina Regional Development Board and
the Regional Communities Consultative Council informed the Committee that they had not
been consulted at any stage prior to the decision being made or announced.

3.16

Mr Pat Brassil, Deputy Chair of the Riverina Regional Development Board, told the
Committee that, had he been consulted, he would have given the Government the following
advice:
On present knowledge I would have advised that the College be not closed to
residential courses and be left open only for long courses. I would have expected to be
consulted because I believe the State Government has brought us into existence as a
regional development board for particular things to do with the economic
development of the region. I believe no department, or no Minister for that matter,
should interfere with the employment of people in the region without first consulting
us and other interested people in the region. The fact that we were not consulted has
left the decision makers in this matter lacking a point of view that we could have put
forward.62

Rural Communities Consultative Council
3.17

20

Ms Diana Gibbs, Chair of the Regional Communities Consultative Council, established by the
Premier to report to him and the Minister for Rural Affairs with advice on the impact of
policy and programs on regional New South Wales also remarked on the lack of effective
consultation with her organisation. Ms Gibbs told the committee:

60
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From my own personal perspective, and all I can speak of from firsthand knowledge
was that the Regional Communities Consultative Council was not involved at all. We
were never asked for any view during the review process or afterwards.
[W]e were very concerned about the apparent lack of any effective consultation. I use
the word "effective" because quite often people say, "We did consult," but effective
consultation means a true dialogue of taking on board the opinions of local people
who might have a different perspective and those who do not live in the region.63

3.18

From the evidence received by the Committee it is clear that the Department undertook no
consultation following the Extending Education Report in 2001. Other organisations that noted
the lack of consultation by the Government include the NSW Farmers Association,64 Bland
Shire Council,65 Condobolin Progress Association66 and the CB Alexander Agricultural College
Advisory Council67.

Rural Communities Impact Statement
3.19

The Premier’s Ministerial Memorandum No 96-17 instructs that ‘any major changes proposed
by government agencies in rural New South Wale will, in future, be subject to a Rural
Communities Impact Statement.’68

3.20

The purpose of such a statement is ‘to ensure that the potential economic and social impact of
any changes are considered, so that the Government is aware of the full extent of the impact
on services, staff numbers or facilities in regional areas.’ The Memorandum stressed that
‘Ministers must ensure that the economic and social effects of particular proposals are
considered in their development and not in the final stage. It will also be important to
consider the implications of a proposal in the context of other Government decisions or
developments affecting a particular region.’69 Guidelines for preparing rural communities
impact statements were subsequently released by the Office for Rural Communities within
NSW Agriculture in March 1997.70

3.21

Dr Sheldrake informed the Committee that a rural communities impact statement was
completed ‘prior to the Government finalising its position’. Dr Sheldrake continued:
The assessment found that the overall income and employment effects on rural New
South Wales were likely to be neutral. It is pertinent to note that while the NSW
Department of Primary Industries currently has two agricultural colleges, at one stage
63
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there were five in New South Wales; with other colleges being at Orange, Hawkesbury
and Wagga Wagga. They were all managed by the department at that time. The focus
of agricultural training has shifted over time, consistent with international trends.
Where the main demand used to be for traditional full-time courses, it has now largely
shifted to either professional university training or more vocationally oriented short
courses that provide practical forms of continuing education.71

3.22

There is no evidence that the Department undertook meaningful consultation as part of its
assessment of the impact of the decision when preparing the Rural Communities Impact
Statement. This is despite the Guidelines for Preparation of Rural Communities Impact Statements
endorsed by the Premier in Memorandum 97-5 in March 1997.

3.23

The Guidelines for Preparation of Rural Communities Impact Statements state in section 2 under the
heading ‘consultation’ that:
consultation is an integral part of the rural community impact assessment process and
in ensuring effective implementation of change.72

3.24

The Guidelines continue:
Depending on the nature of the proposal being assessed, this might include
consultation with industry, community groups, local government, other NSW
government agencies, and Commonwealth or interstate agencies.
Consultation allows the affected community to contribute to the identification and
quantification of impacts. It also allows the community to comment on agency
estimations and to contribute from an early stage in the implementation process.73

3.25

The Committee heard evidence from Ms Diana Gibbs, Chair of the Regional Communities
Consultative Council (RCCC), that the RCCC has the task of assessing rural communities
impact statements. Ms Gibbs expressed concern about the role of rural communities impact
statements in government decision-making:
We are concerned that if rural impact statements are not used effectively in
Government decision making then why should we bother to do all this if the results
are ignored? Our staff put a lot of time into making very careful assessments, and we
are concerned that they are not taken on board. At best rural impact statements could
be considered a rubber stamp.74
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3.26

Referring to the role of the RCCC, Ms Gibbs informed the Committee that the RCCC was
not involved in the preparation or assessment of the regional communities impact statement
‘at all’:
I never saw one, as chair of the council. Our secretariat never mentioned that one had
come in front of it. So, I cannot really comment on exactly what happened other than
to say I was never aware of one being prepared.75

3.27

The Committee is very concerned about the apparent lack of rigour in the preparation of the
rural communities impact statement. It is unclear whether the Office of Rural Affairs has a
formal role in assessing rural communities impact statements prior to their inclusion in a
Cabinet proposal. The Committee is of the view that the decision-making process would
benefit if this assessment was formalised and recommends that the Government require all
rural communities impact statements be assessed by the Office of Rural Affairs before being
included in a Cabinet proposal.

Recommendation 1
That all rural communities impact statements be assessed by the Regional Communities
Consultative Council before being included in any Cabinet proposal.

Conclusion
3.28

The Committee is extremely concerned that a decision of this magnitude was made by the
Department without adequate consultation with those directly and indirectly affected. The
decision appears to have been made with very little and, in some cases, no consultation with
parents, students and staff, minimal involvement of the Advisory Council and in direct
contravention of Government guidelines regarding the preparation of Rural Communities
Impact Statements.
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Chapter 4

Impact of the decision

This chapter addresses Term of reference 1(c) for this inquiry, which required the Committee to inquire
into and report on:
the impact on the Leeton and Yanco communities and district

This chapter also examines the impact of the decision to close residential training facilities at
Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture (MCA) on students who were enrolled at the College in 2003 and
the wider impact of the decision on agricultural education generally.

Impact on Leeton and Yanco communities
4.1

The Department’s consultation was discussed in Chapter 3 of this report, including the lack of
involvement of the Regional Communities Consultative Council in the rural impact statement.
The impact on the Leeton community was assessed in the Rural Communities Impact
Statement prepared by the Department as part of the decision-making process. The overall
findings of that assessment make a sharp contrast to the evidence received from members of
the local community and others during the Committee’s public consultation. This assessment
appears to have been made without consulting the people on whom the impact would fall.
Rural Communities Impact Statement

4.2

The Committee received a copy of the Rural Communities Impact Statement (RCIS) in
response to a question taken on notice by the Department. In evidence, Dr Richard Sheldrake,
Deputy Director-General of Agriculture and Fisheries, Department of Primary Industries
stated that RCIS prepared by the Department as part of the decision-making process
concluded that ‘the overall income and employment effects on rural New South Wales were
likely to be neutral.’76

4.3

The assessment focussed on two areas – service delivery in education and income and flow on
effects. In relation to educational service delivery the review found that:
Enrolments at Yanco are small and declining in number and services will continue to
be provided from Tocal. Regional disadvantage is therefore minimal with the potential
for widespread gains from any future improvements in education program/services
delivered from Tocal.77
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4.4

The RCIS found that 44 salaries would be lost from MCA. Of these, it was estimated that 50
per cent would accept a voluntary redundancy, resulting in ‘around 22 people’ leaving the
Yanco/Leeton area.78 In relation to income and employment, the assessment concluded that:
Because of the smaller community size, the impact of lost regional salaries will be
greatest in the Leeton area. This will however be limited/offset by:

4.5

•

The small number of jobs in comparison to the total numbers employed in
Leeton and the expanding Leeton/Griffith economy

•

Positive income effects associated with VR [voluntary redundancy] payments

•

Favourable prospects for regional employment growth and re-employment

•

Positive employment effects in … Tocal.79

There was some concern about the timing of the Department’s RCIS. Mr Ray Pluis, Mayor of
Leeton Shire Council, told the Committee that in fact the assessment ‘was not carried out
beforehand, but was completed a couple of weeks after the announcement.’80 Mr Pluis also
questioned the methodology of the assessment. He told the Committee:
At best it was a very superficial investigation of the impact of the closure on Yanco
and Leeton communities and included figures regarding population and economy of
cities including Griffith. Griffith is located approximately 60 kilometres from Yanco
and while that area would be impacted on, as would any other extended regional area
by the closure of the full -time and part-time courses, we were really looking for the
impact on Yanco and Leeton, which was not addressed in any substantial way by the
study.
The study itself was carried out without any public consultation. I believe it was just a
desk-top exercise to comply with the requirements of the Premier's directions. I
understand further that the guidelines for the issue of the regional communities
impact statements were developed by the Department of Agriculture, so it is hard to
see how it overlooked the need to carry out one. Ongoing discussions took place with
various Ministers and the directors-general of the Department of Agriculture and the
Department of Education and Training. From that we got to the stage where we
accepted that the full-time and part-time courses had been discontinued and we were
looking to see where we could go from there.81

4.6

In response to these allegations, Dr Sheldrake advised the Committee that in fact there were
two RCISs prepared by the Department – one that went to Cabinet and another, more
detailed one, that was made publicly available:
Every decision that goes to Cabinet requires a community impact statement, so that
was part of the committee Cabinet submission. Because of the likely impact of this we
undertook to do a more detailed community impact statement for the clients, or the
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people affected, and that was distributed about a week or so after that. That was in
preparation, but it was not concluded before that.82

Evidence received from the local community
4.7

The evidence received from members of the local community did not agree with the
Department’s conclusion that the effects on Leeton/Yanco would be ‘neutral’. Mr Pluis
informed the Committee that, two months prior to the decision being announced, Greens
General foods closed down their cereal operations in Leeton, ‘and lost 40 or 50 jobs’. That
closure, combined with the impact of the decision to close residential facilities at MCA, ‘would
see us [Leeton] losing about 80 jobs over a two or three month period.’83

4.8

Mr Pluis provided the Committee with a detailed analysis of the financial impact of the
decision on the Leeton community, estimating the overall impact of the decision to be nearing
$7.5 million:
… whenever we work with the Department of Regional Development to bring in
some more jobs into the area they always talk about a multiplier impact of 3, 3.5 or
somewhere of that nature as generating additional jobs every time you bring a new job
in. So if you look at the 40-odd jobs, you are talking about in the vicinity of $2 million
in direct wages out of the area; you could be looking at another, without exaggerating,
probably couple of hundred thousand dollars worth of materials purchased in the
region because they did not necessarily directly purchase their supplies or equipment
in the region, but there would be at least a few hundred thousand dollars there. So you
might be getting up around $2.5 million in wages and materials, multiply that by three
and you are up around $7.5 million out of our local economy, out of a population of
12,000 people.

4.9

In addition to the direct financial impact on the community, Mr Pluis pointed to the social
impact of the decision when ex-employees of MCA leave the community:
The people who were employed at the College were across a broad range, from
caterers and cleaners up to much more highly paid positions. A lot of those people
were engaged outside of work hours in things like the scouting movement, pony club,
sporting coaches and trainers and so on. So you lose those people, you also lose a lot
of those other voluntary-type works that those people put into their community. 84

Conclusion
4.10

26

The Guidelines for the Preparation of Rural Communities Impact Statements, released by the Office of
Rural Communities, NSW Agriculture, in March 1997, provides detailed guidelines for the
characteristics of the RCIS. Economic characteristics, social characteristics, environmental,
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regulatory and economic impacts are identified as being relevant to Government decisionmaking.85
4.11

The overall conclusion of the RCIS prepared by the Department, that the effect of the
decision would be ‘neutral’ is clearly contradicted by evidence received from members of the
local community. The Committee’s view is that the Department did not prepare a sufficiently
thorough RCIS upon which to base its conclusion. For example, the closure of the Greens
General Food operations two months prior to the decision was not taken into consideration
by the Department in its RCIS.

Impact on rural communities generally
4.12

In her submission, Miss Diana Gibbs, Chair of the Regional Communities Consultative
Council, wrote:
Education is vital to sustainability of rural life and rural youth deserve a variety of
regionally specific education options.86

4.13

Ms Gibbs gave evidence the Committee about a ‘self-fulfilling prophecy’ and ‘planning for
decline’ in rural communities:
It is not just agriculture, it is rural communities generally. We are very concerned
about that cumulative effect. It comes back to this planning for decline. If the
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources, in its wisdom, decides
that population is going to drop then it starts planning for fewer teachers, take away
some policemen, not provide resources for a medical centre and all sorts of little
things. It is the death of 1,000 cuts. Rural communities need, and I believe have a
right, to access an equivalent level of service to anybody else in the State. Rural
communities should not be considered to be second-class citizens. Yes, it is difficult.
Yes, we do live a long way out. Yes, we are scattered. But I cannot believe that in the
twenty-first century we cannot find a better way to deliver services. It is not good
enough to simply take them away and say "Rural communities are in decline, so we
will not plan to provide services to them." We are 20 per cent of the population of the
State, that is, one in five people live in regional communities. We have a right to
expect the same sort of future and the same ability to determine our own futures as
anybody else.87

4.14

Ms Gibbs stressed the importance of viable rural communities to ‘look after our land and
water’, and suggests that regional communities are not provided with the means to grow and
adapt to change:
[T]he council sees the current events with the Murrumbidgee college as just another
impediment placed upon regional communities to develop their own ability to grapple
with change, their ability to attain economic viability and wellbeing, using their own
resources and with local ownership. The only successful development is development
85
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that comes from within. It cannot be imposed from outside. It has to grow, and the
Murrumbidgee college was part of the tools to nurture that ability to grow from
within. We are very concerned that this is another aspect of the plan for decline
philosophy. Statements have been made from a number of agencies that they should
plan for decline in regional communities. We would most strongly oppose any such
philosophy. It becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. If you plan for decline and take
services away, of course there will be decline. Do not turn around and say we told you
so. Planning for decline is something the RCCC will be speaking on, in a very negative
way, at great length in the months to come.88

4.15

The Member for Murrumbidgee, Mr Adrian Piccoli MP also discussed the impact on rural
communities generally of the loss of an educational facility such as the MCA:
The buoyancy of country communities can be based on something as simple as an
inch of rain. The closure of an educational facility on top of the drought and on top of
everything else was a real blow to the psyche of the community, not just in the
electorate of Murrumbidgee but right across western New South Wales. At a time
when we are on building prisons and closing colleges, I can only see it as a very
backward step. I attended the graduation ceremony here at the College a couple of
months ago. While I congratulate the students, it was a fairly sombre experience held
in a relatively small hall, whereas in previous years it has been held in the forecourt
under a big marquee with several hundred people and the Minister for Agriculture or
the director-general being the official guest. This year's graduation ceremony was an
unfortunate sign of the times.89

Impact on isolated students
4.16

A range of evidence was received both in submissions and hearings that isolated rural students
are hugely disadvantaged by the closure of residential facilities. Most are too young to hold a
licence; those who do may be unable to afford a car; moreover it is dangerous to drive the
long distances to commute to TAFE. Parents, many of whom are working farmers, cannot
afford the time and expense to drive their children to TAFE courses.90 TAFE courses in
regional centres lack residential accommodation, requiring young students to find
accommodation and their food off-campus, an added expense and a source of worry to
parents.

4.17

Residential accommodation was considered essential for isolated students, both young
students and farmers, wishing to attend short courses. The NSW Farmers’ Association
submission stated that providing residential facilities ‘is an important tenet of providing
education to students living on the land in isolated parts of the state.91 This was echoed by Mr
Piccoli during his evidence before the Committee:
… the most important thing I think about the Murrumbidgee college is the residential
side of things. That is very important to western New South Wales because of the
distances and access. If you had even the Murrumbidgee college here fully fledged
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without a residential component, it would still be pretty difficult to access it if you are
from Balranald, Brewarrina or Nymagee or anywhere else. The reason why it has
raised such passionate concerns here is because of the residential side of things.
Young students could come here, do their agricultural courses and actually stay here
because of the boarding facility. 92

4.18

Ms Gibbs also told the Committee that residential facilities are essential even for short courses
to be viable for farmers who require constant upgrading of their skills:
While, yes, short courses are still to be offered at Murrumbidgee a farmer cannot,
realistically, drive 200 kilometres for a three-hour course and then go home again. The
residential ability was a very important part of that. The future of agriculture is very
different to what it was in the past. The new systems of agriculture that I mentioned
are going to be absolutely essential. How do we upgrade the skills of our farmers? I
guess my husband is, perhaps, typical of the average farmer. He is 57 years old. Yes,
he has a degree. But he is still upgrading his skills all the time. Yes, we can access the
Internet, but to physically go and exchange opinion with your peer group as well as
hear from lecturers and other experts is an essential part of farm management these
days. Day trips are just not going to meet that need.
The whole question of the next generation, what about the next generation of
farmers? How do we make sure that they are supplied with the skills they need?
Residential facilities really are required to access even the shortest of courses. Just to
have an overnight stay would make it far more accessible to farmers.93

Indigenous students
4.19

An important part of the program offered at MCA is the Aboriginal Rural Training Program,
for which the College received the National Indigenous Trainer of the Year award in 1997. Dr
Sheldrake informed the Committee that this program was not under threat, and would in fact
be expanded:
In addition, the successful indigenous rural training program at the College is
continuing to expand with course programs for areas like Warren, Narrandera,
Monnus Correctional Centre, Shepherds Park and the Yorta Yorta group. The College
is joined in a memorandum of understanding with Charles Sturt University to look
into collaborative development of educational activities.94

4.20

Ms Gibbs also spoke to the Committee about the particular impact the decision to close
residential facilities would have on the local indigenous community and their access to
education:
… a number of the individuals within the Indigenous communities who are trying to
get businesses up and running like the grape growing at Murran Bridge, for example,
do not have ready access to transport. They cannot just jump in their four-wheel drive
and go somewhere. They just do not operate that way. To move great distances is not
always culturally easy for them. They have a great attachment to their land.
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Murrumbidgee college was somewhere they were familiar with. The staff there had
gone to great lengths to go out to the communities and talk to them. They understood
what was happening at Murrumbidgee college. I would be concerned that if they were
suddenly told that, yes, they could access the same courses but they would have to go
somewhere completely different, might just get too hard.95

4.21

The Committee recognizes the difficulties involved for students and farmers to attend short
courses at MCA without residential services at the College. If the Department is serious about
the provision of short courses at MCA the issue of student accommodation must be
addressed.

Impact on agricultural education in New South Wales
4.22

The Committee heard a lot of evidence about the changing nature of agricultural education,
and a shift away from full-time study to more vocational short courses and continuing
education. Dr Sheldrake told the Committee that this was consistent with international trends:
Where the main demand used to be for traditional full-time courses, it has now largely
shifted to either professional university training or more vocationally oriented short
courses that provide practical forms of continuing education.96

4.23

There was general agreement that this shift had occurred; however many witnesses told the
Committee that this was not beneficial for agricultural education. In particular, the move
towards university education was seen by some to be a negative development. Mr Geltch,
Chairman of the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture Advisory Council, spoke passionately
to this issue.
There has been an academic creep [which] is why it is so important that we have skillsbased training. Hawkesbury, Wagga Wagga, and Orange all had agricultural colleges
and they were absorbed into the university system. … There was certainly some skillsbased training at those colleges. When they were absorbed into the university systems,
we lost that skills-based training. I have seen some graduates of those colleges and I
am very much aware of that. It makes it all the more important to maintain skillsbased colleges. The old Wagga, Hawkesbury and Orange agricultural colleges. …
skills-based training right through to management-based education. We fight very hard
to ensure we do not have that academic creep. 97

4.24

The Committee was provided with a very real example by Mrs Rodham whose son Tristan
completed his first year at MCA in 2003:
There is no such thing just now of coming home to the family farm. So much is
involved in farming that you must have all these certificates and qualifications to get a
lot of things. My husband came home to the family farm. He has no qualifications.
His son is more qualified than he is. He has to go back now and do chemical courses
and all that sort of thing just to be able to buy the pesticides and herbicides for the
local farm. Tristan has all that because he got all that here. That was one of the
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reasons he got the job, because he originally started off burr spraying, and because he
had the ChemSmart chemical course he got the job and is now turned into a full-time
station hand's job. You have to have so much more qualification now because they are
making it harder and harder. On the family farm there is no way you could walk out of
school in year 10 and come home to the family farm. You have to have more
qualifications. So, the idea of sending him down here was to get those qualifications.98

4.25

The impact on agricultural education extends to secondary education. Leeton High School
and MCA enjoyed a very close relationship, with the facilities and programs at MCA being
utilised extensively by the school. The Principal of Leeton High School, Mr Peter Edwards,
told the Committee about the impact of the decision on the High School:
… we often need to call on other agencies or institutions to assist with educational
programs, either by providing extension programs, enrichment programs or
remediation programs. In the context of my school, Murrumbidgee College assists us
with all these functions, and more. It has facilities and resources that we can tap into
that are the envy of many schools. …
In my experience as Principal of Leeton High School for the past five years, I can
identify many cases where the opportunities and encouragement provided by the
teachers and other staff at Murrumbidgee College have kept students at risk at school
and in formal education. The indigenous education programs offered by the College
have had a similar beneficial impact on indigenous students from this school and
other schools.99

4.26

Mr Edwards concluded his submission by stating that:
Quality educational facilities are not widely available here in rural and remote NSW
and closing an institution with such a fine reputation for providing quality educational
opportunities for southern NSW and northern Victoria seems to me, as someone in
the business of education, to be a significantly retrograde step.100

Impact on students of MCA
4.27

The Committee heard that, of the 39 students enrolled in full-time courses at MCA in 2003,
one student has continued his studies at Dalby agricultural college in Queensland, one student
has transferred to Tocal, and a few have transferred to TAFE. It was estimated that
approximately 10 of the 39 students have continued their studies, with the rest of the exstudents now working.

4.28

Two ex-students gave evidence before the Committee. Mr Daniel Slennett is now studying at
Dalby in Queensland. Mr Slennett told the Committee that the only way he could pursue a
career in agriculture and run his family’s farm was by completing a course at an agricultural
college.101 He told the Committee about the impact on him and his family of the decision to
close full-time residential courses at MCA:
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I was directly affected by the closure of Murrumbidgee Agricultural College as I was a
full-time student doing certificate 3 and 4. I left my boarding school in year 10 in
Sydney only to do two years at Murrumbidgee. It had the course that suited me for the
position I was in as it was close to home and it had the course outlines I was
interested in. Having checked out other places, it was the only one that suited me. I
came here expecting to do two years but unfortunately it was cut short. The closure of
Murrumbidgee Agricultural College has caused me be trouble as I had to find another
place to go, another college, and it affects my family as well. I found another college
up in Queensland which is 10½ hours a way from home. It costs quite a bit to get up
there whether I go by bus or travel up personally, with the accommodation.102

4.29

The cost of travelling to and from Dalby has also had an impact on Mr Slennett and his
family:
I am 10½ hours away from home. I can only get home on the holidays and it puts
quite a few miles on the car and it does get quite expensive to travel up there, taking
into account the fuel costs and public transport and accommodation if I am driving
up.103

4.30

Ms Claire Butler was also a first year student at MCA in 2003 who aspires to be an
agronomist. Ms Butler informed the Committee that prior to the closure she intended to
finish her 2 year course at MCA then go to Charles Sturt University at Wagga. However, the
decision regarding MCA coupled with a decision to cut agriculture as an HSC subject at
TAFE has meant that she is now studying business administration at TAFE with a view to
securing a traineeship at Elders because, as she told the Committee, ‘there was sort of nothing
else really to do’.104 In her submission, Ms Butler continues that ‘my future has been
jeopardised by Mr Ian Macdonald’s decision.’105

4.31

In her submission, Ms Butler also wrote about the way the decision made students:
One morning tea break we were told there were discussions about the College’s future
and by lunchtime our fears were confirmed, full-time residential courses would cease!
That really made us feel of little worth to the government, that they couldn’t even
keep it open for one more year so the first-year students could finish what they had
started. We knew then that we had to start re-thinking our futures.106

4.32

Another ex-student invited by the Committee to give evidence was unable to attend due to his
work commitments. His mother appeared and discussed the impact of the decision on her son
and the future of their family farm. She told the Committee:
Our son was the youngest student down here. He was only 15. We sent him here
because we were only 1½, two hours from here, so therefore we were close to home.
The reason he was sent here was he finished in year 10 at the local high school in
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Wagga Wagga and the TAFE college does not cover full-time Broadacre farming as a
full-time course. It is only as a traineeship.
The day of the announcement absolutely devastated our house. What were we going
to do with our son? He was too young to bring home to run the family farm. We then
looked into Dalby. Again, he is a 16-year-old. How can you send him 16 hours from
home? It was not a question of yes, you will be going. He stayed at home. He has been
one of the fortunate ones and has got employment since.
I still cannot get over it. He was to be down here for two years and then hopefully get
a job and come home and run the family farm. It is just that a lot of the same parents
are in the same position. … We did not know where we were going to go with our
young son. His education in this area has now finished completely because unless
Murrumbidgee college reopens, he would come back then but other than that there is
no way he will go anywhere to further his education.107

Future use of MCA infrastructure
4.33

The Committee heard that the Department is examining options for additional short courses
at MCA and also the future use of the residential facilities at the College. Although Dr
Sheldrake was neither able to tell the Committee of the function of those buildings which
would be utilised nor when they would be functioning in their new role, he did say that:
meetings have been held with the then Mayor and staff of Leeton Shire Council to
examine the future options for the residential buildings and kitchens at the College. A
meeting with the Department of Education and Training [DET] involving both
TAFE and schools education has also examined future options for the use of
redundant kitchens and assets on-site. An independent hospitality and catering
consultant has now been commissioned to assess the future use of these facilities, and
a report is pending.108

4.34

The Committee undertook a site visit at MCA and was impressed by the buildings, facilities
and equipment there. These buildings are now not being used and are not expected to be in
use in the foreseeable future. The Committee considers the MCA to be a valuable resource for
the Department and every effort should be made to make maximum use of these facilities. Mr
Brown put it to the Committee that, with a bit of imagination, the residential facility could be
reopened:
There is a problem, as I alluded to in the introductory remarks, with the type and
quality of staff that were recruited. There is a lack of imagination in how you could
handle a residential facility. There are plenty of contractors in Leeton who could
provide meals, cleaning or whatever is required. You need a bit of imagination, a bit of
lateral thinking and I think there was a lack of effort in terms of shoe leather in getting
out there and promoting it in the right way, and you put all those together.

4.35

The Committee endorses this view and recommends that the Department make every effort
to devise innovative means by which the residential facilities can be reopened. No specific
suggestions were made but given the number of agencies, private companies and community
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groups that may conduct activities in rural NSW there is the need to maximise the use of these
facilities.

Recommendation 2
That the Department explore with other agencies innovative ways by which the residential
facilities at the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture can be reopened, recognising that
residential facilities are essential for isolated students, indigenous students and farmers who
may attend short courses at the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture.

Recommendation 3
That the Departmental working party examining the future of the Murrumbidgee College of
Agriculture infrastructure develop a strategy for use of the residential facilities in consultation
with the local community.

Recommendation 4
That the residential facilities at Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture remain intact and
functional until such time as the working party examining the future of the college has
completed its deliberations and reported.
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Chapter 5

The Colleges and the Department of
Education and Training

This chapter addresses term of reference 1(d) which required the Committee to inquire into and report
on:
The reasons why Murrumbidgee and Tocal Colleges have not been transferred to the
Department of Education and Training.

In addressing this term of reference, this Chapter looks at:
• The Department of Primary Industries’s commitment to agricultural education
• The benefits of transferring the Colleges to the Department of Education and
Training (DET)
The views of stakeholders regarding a possible transfer of the Colleges to DET are also canvassed.

Background – Australian National Training Authority funding
5.1

New South Wales is the only Australian state or territory providing both extension and
vocational education and training (VET) services to the food and fibre industries. A quarter of
a century ago there were five residential agricultural colleges in New South Wales, at Wagga
Wagga, Hawkesbury, Orange, Tocal and Murrumbidgee. Of these five, three – Hawkesbury,
Wagga Wagga and Orange – have been absorbed by universities and their students now get a
university education. Since the closure of the residential facilities at Murrumbidgee College of
Agriculture (MCA) there is only one agricultural college left that offers residential farmed
based, vocational educations courses – Tocal.

5.2

The 2001 review, Extending Education: Review of the Agricultural Colleges within NSW Agriculture,
(hereafter referred to as Extending Education) noted that NSW Agriculture receives funding
from the DET, sourced from the Australian National Training Authority (ANTA) on an
annual basis, which is linked to a ‘maintenance of effort’ agreement between ANTA, the
States and the Commonwealth. Under this agreement, it was agreed to maintain the state
Government’s overall level of effort (measured by financial input) to vocational education and
training at 1992 levels.109

5.3

The review flagged a desire for NSW Agriculture and TAFE NSW staff to work more
collaboratively.110 The review recommended that
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… liaison and cooperation with external agencies and training providers be continued,
particularly in order to encourage enhanced collaboration, and reduce duplication and
competition, where appropriate.111

The Department’s commitment to agricultural education
5.4

Dr Richard Sheldrake, Deputy Director-General of the Department of Primary Industries and
Natural Resources, indicated that provision of education would continue under the aegis of
the new Department rather than be transferred to the Department of Education and Training,
saying:
The Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture will focus on its strength in short course
development and delivery in the future. However, there is still sufficient demand for
residential style agricultural courses to maintain one college focused on delivering that
service. Hence residential education will continue at Tocal Agricultural College, which
has been favoured by students for that purpose for many years. … Similarly, all onfarm skills training has been conducted at Tocal in an identical fashion to how it was
run at the Murrumbidgee college.112

5.5

Dr Sheldrake also discussed the Department’s future plans for the Colleges, asserting that
MCA:
… remains an important and growing centre for continuing education. More than a
dozen new short courses and distance learning courses are being introduced to
Murrumbidgee College this year, and, as the Minister announced recently, a strong
push is being made to expand it into irrigation training in co-operation with Charles
Sturt University.
Planning is also under way for a suite of programs in natural resource management to
be available to support the newly formed catchment management authorities … part
of the plan to strengthen the College's nationally recognised continuing education
efforts and improve access to lifelong learning for farmers and farming professionals.
In addition, the successful indigenous rural training program at the College is
continuing to expand with course programs for areas like Warren, Narrandera,
Monnus Correctional Centre, Shepherds Park and the Yorta Yorta group. The College
is joined in a memorandum of understanding with Charles Sturt University to look
into collaborative development of educational activities. This has already led to the
irrigation training concept announced by the Minister. 113

5.6

36

The Committee is pleased to note that the Minister, in response to a question without notice
in the Legislative Council on Tuesday 31 August 2004, confirmed ‘that the funding
arrangements for Tocal are secure.’114
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Benefits of agricultural education remaining within the Department
5.7

The evidence received by the Committee overwhelmingly supported the retention of MCA
and Tocal within the Department of Primary Industries. There was a feeling that TAFE has
failed in the field of training young people for agriculture.115 The primary reasons given to the
Committee include:
•

The uniqueness of agricultural education

•

The costs of providing agricultural education

•

TAFE’s ‘modular’ education structure

Uniqueness of agricultural education
5.8

The submission from the NSW Farmers’ Association provides a exposition of the uniqueness
of agricultural education offered at the MCA:
The unique value of courses offered at Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture lies in
their provision of a ‘middle option’ between TAFE and university. It is essential that
this accredited training is not lost from the agricultural sector, and brings into question
whether TAFE could adequately service this niche of the market. 116

5.9

Mr Glen Evans from the Hunter-Central Rivers Catchment Management Authority listed the
following reasons agricultural education is unique in his submission:
Unique benefits of agricultural education
•

… a student employment record over 95 per cent

•

provision of an external Diploma of Conservation and Land
Management

•

exposure to Property Management Planning education, vital for
sustainable agriculture

•

provision of expert training and experience in sustainable and practical
land management processes, consistent with the NSW Government’s
natural resource management reforms

•

opportunity for students to access the resources of the operating farm,
enabling first hand participation in implementing environmentally and
economically sustainable agricultural practices.117
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5.10

Other benefits of NSW Agriculture’s direct involvement and provision of full-time residential
training include:
•

opportunities for Year 10 rural students to further their studies in an appropriate
environment, providing full residential and pastoral care

•

exposure to resource centres and research stations as part of the vocational
education and training

•

provision of hands-on one-to-one training in a comprehensive range of
agricultural pursuits such as broad acre farming, sheep industry, pastoral
management, flood irrigation, beef industry/grazing, dairying, equestrian,
general agriculture and environmental studies

•

provision of basic management training, leading into Diploma courses, gaining
credits towards degree courses

•

provision of a fully commercial agricultural situation for students to obtain
relevant industry basic training in a realistic environment

•

provision of an Aboriginal Rural Training Program.

Difficulties with TAFE
5.11

Reflecting on the nature of agricultural education, Mr Whiston, representative of the Tocal
Ex-Students Association, felt that taking Tocal into the TAFE system would not be in the best
interests of agriculture:
I am sure it [Tocal] would not have the access to information that it has now through
the department, and probably not the same support from farmers. Tocal has huge
support from farmers all over the State through its involvement in off-campus work.
… they know the Department of Agriculture—now the Department of Primary
Industries—is the mother ship; it is the government department that holds their
hand.118

5.12

In addition, TAFE require a minimum of 12 students to run a course. As Mrs Rodham
explained, in agricultural education it can sometimes be difficult to attract that many students
to a particular course:
TAFE colleges do not run any courses unless there are 12 students or more in each
class. Therefore, a lot of the TAFE courses did not suit our needs, especially from
West Wyalong and places like that. They had to have 12 children to run a course. Out
in that area it is very hard to get. That was the reason that MCA was the central place
for us to bring Tristan and when it closed it was just devastating to us. We did not
know where we were going to go with our young son. His education in this area has
now finished completely because unless Murrumbidgee college reopens, he would
come back then but other than that there is no way he will go anywhere to further his
education.119
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5.13

Mrs Barbara Sherlock also felt that TAFE’s standards were inadequate:
The quality of TAFE courses now being provided for students leaves a lot to be
desired. My husband, ... a teacher in TAFE for twenty years before his retirement, was
very disappointed by the watering down in both course content and standards,
particularly of the paraprofessional level courses with which he was involved.120

5.14

Mr David Lightfoot, associated with the William and Susannah Gill Memorial Scholarship at
Tocal submitted that through its scholarships Tocal provides access to education for
disadvantaged students that could not be matched by TAFE:
… all Tocal College scholarships are now primarily focused on assessed disadvantage
– we believe this to be a unique situation within Australia, if not world-wide.
We frankly have no confidence that the Department of Education and Training can
maintain such a focus …121

5.15

Crucial to the success of the agricultural colleges is their collaborative arrangements with the
Department. Ms Yeend, an ex-Tocal student, submitted that this benefit would be lost if the
Colleges were transferred to TAFE:
A crucial ingredient to the College’s success and respected standing amongst our rural
communities has been its direct connection with the Ministry for Agriculture (now
Ministry for Primary Industries). The reputation and capacity to deliver relevant and
responsive education and training across the rural and environmental sectors would be
compromised should the College be absorbed within the Department of Education
and Training.122

Cost of agricultural education
5.16

Agricultural training is extremely cost-intensive, requiring a very high ratio of staff to students
(both teaching and support), access to a range of facilities and geographical terrain and use of
large and expensive equipment. As Mr Brown from NSW Farmers commented ‘everything
around agriculture is pointy, or hot or dangerous not only to the operator but for everyone
involved.’123 Mr Brown has been a part time agriculture teacher in TAFE for 10 years. He cited
the inherently high costs for practical agricultural skills-based training compared to other
classroom-based courses:
Agricultural skills often involve one-on-one. A lot of what I do is actually one-on-one
stuff, and that is very expensive, but there is no other way you can deliver practical
training on, say, chainsaws, tractors, motorbikes, four-wheel drives. All that sort of
stuff is one-on-one training. With practical classes, which I have done many of, I think
they aim at 8:1 student to teacher ratio, which is half what they normally put into
classrooms. So, that instantly doubles the cost. As soon as you get involved in some
sort of specialised, hands-on training, it drops straight back to one-on-one. It is
120
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difficult to do because you have to find something else for the other students to do
while you deliver that, but there is no other way you can do it. Plus, of course, you
also have the high cost of any sort of machinery to train them on. It is no use putting
them on a Dinky toy to teach them how to drive a tractor, you have to put them on a
real tractor.124

5.17

NSW Agriculture owns the physical resources contained within the two colleges, and also has
access to research stations and specialised laboratories essential to a comprehensive education
program for agricultural students. Its training provisions are far more ambitious and rigorous
in their range and subject-matter than TAFE’s at present. The NSW Farmers’ Association
submission expressed concerns about TAFE’s budgetary limitations and its ability to finance
agricultural courses.
The Association has seen no evidence that NSW TAFE could in fact provide the
MCA courses in a satisfactory way, particularly without additional budget allocation. It
is unlikely that TAFE would have the teaching skill sets required to conduct
residential courses currently offered by MCA. For example, experience in irrigation
and rangeland management is unlikely to be available at Wagga TAFE.
The unique value of courses offered at MCA lies in their provision of a ‘middle
option’ between TAFE and university. It is essential that this accredited training is not
lost from the agricultural sector, and brings into question whether TAFE could
adequately service this niche of the market. 125

5.18

Mr Chaffey’s submission also expressed concerns about the ability of TAFE to adequately
finance agricultural education:
With the funding cut backs experienced by the Department of Education and
Training over recent years, and the flow on effect to Agriculture study centres across
the state, there is no guarantee that Tocal and Murrumbidgee colleges would not be
placed in a worse economic position than they are now.
I cannot see any benefits to be gained by transferring the College system to the
Department of Education and Training. The existing colleges provide unequalled
training to rural industry, which is fully accepted by rural industry and is prepared to
change as and when required to meet industry needs. This is not happening in the
TAFE system.126

5.19

Impacting on the costs of providing agricultural education is the withdrawal of an annual
allocation of Commonwealth education and training funds by DET from NSW Agriculture in
2003. Dr Sheldrake discussed the reason for this withdrawal during his evidence on 5 July:
That decision, which is still being examined and still being worked on by the
department and the Department of Education and Training, was as a result of the
Commonwealth reducing its allocation to the State of New South Wales as a whole
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and that then had subsequent impacts upon the Department of Primary Industries
which receives its funding from VET.127

TAFE’s modular course structure
5.20

TAFE’s standard provision of modular training provides a range of elements suitable for
agricultural education. Witnesses to the inquiry, however, argued that because TAFE lacked
the facilities previously provided by the agricultural colleges, it cannot pull those elements
together into a coherent agricultural education. Ultimately, agricultural qualifications from
TAFE remain disparate elements rather than providing students with an overarching
understanding of their subject. As Mr Speers, Assistant Manager, Training Services Riverina,
Department of Education and Training, explained:
Within the national training framework you can aggregate the building blocks to
achieve a qualification. However, you cannot pull that together. The sum of the parts
is greater than the whole. In the absence of a training facility or organisations that can
do that, there is not a great deal of opportunity for that to occur. You can have a lot
of little skill sets that are not tied together in any coherent way. The sort of training
the College is providing is done within a framework of people rolling through a series
of modules and competencies. You build up a coherence through that series. While it
was deliberately skills based, because that is how the national training system is set up,
the fact that they were doing it continuously through the one agency, and in most
cases with one or two trainers or educators, meant they built up the connection
between those skills and the framework within which they could be used. 128

5.21

Mr Brown, a farmer who has also taught in agricultural education, gave evidence concerning
training in management skills for farmers:
Management is a skill of its own but it is also about linking all the various aspects that
come together to actually make a farm enterprise. There is no short course that
teaches that sort of management and interlinking. I spent a lot of energy trying to
teach my students how to blend various enterprises together to make a farm work
better, such as winter cropping with livestock because you need to be able to make
them fit together to make the farm more profitable and often viable. That is where
you need to teach management stuff which is basically what MCA and the higher
levels of TAFE teach. University takes it up another step from there but that is
essentially what we try to do with full-time students. There is no other way you can do
that sort of training other than full-time, but some people do this sort of stuff at self
pace by distance education but essentially it is a similar format in that you keep them
in for a period and take them through a range of courses leading up to an overall
management picture, if you like.129

5.22

Mr Chaffey, a member of the Tocal Advisory Council, also emphasised the need for a holistic
approach to agricultural education:
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That is one of the things I have concerns about with the TAFE situation: they get
some skills but they do not get them right down to the ground application of this is
why it works and the whole thing starts to fit together. It needs a wholistic approach
to the education of the individual and that is what I find is missing in some of the
TAFE structures, it is intermittent, bits and pieces, and the linking is not there in a lot
of cases. They have attempted it in some areas but it is not the same as that approach
from the Colleges. The kids live in; they live and work together, they talk together,
they work through processes together, they learn to live as individuals together too,
and that gives them the benefit of rural industry, and particularly the nature of the
work that they go out to do.130

5.23

TAFE’s modular system is inconsistent with providing residential services for its students.
Many witnesses told the Committee that TAFE was ‘not interested’ in providing any full-time
residential courses. When the Committee asked why TAFE is not an option, Mr Brown
replied:
My understanding is that TAFE is not interested in any sort of residential thing. It is
interesting where I teach, there are a lot of students who have to board or find some
sort of accommodation arrangements. It is always difficult, because they are young,
they rarely have motor vehicles. … We would like to see a residential facility available,
because these people tend to travel long distances and they tend to be straight from
the home environment and it is a much easier step for them out into the workforce
through a residential facility like Murrumbidgee. TAFE definitely would not provide
anything like what was available at MCA. 131

Tocal College as a charitable trust
5.24

Tocal is unique because it was set up as a charitable trust in 1963 under the responsibility of
the Minister for Agriculture (now the Minister for Primary Industries) at the bequest of Mr CB
Alexander. Mr Ian Dunlop, the solicitor acting on behalf of the CB Alexander Estate, gave
evidence before the Committee on 5 July 2004. The key issue in Mr Dunlop’s view is the
bequest of Mr Alexander and his nieces, the Misses Curtis, which might be interpreted as
blocking any transfer of the assets associated with Tocal College.

5.25

Mr Dunlop explained that legally, the trust could prove to constrain any moves to
fundamentally alter the nature of the institution:
Indeed. … About 10 years ago there was some suggestion that there would be some
change in the administration. … There is no doubt in my mind that Alexander's
benefaction belongs to the public, the community. Tocal College is a communitybased entity. … So, if anyone thinks we might make some changes, they need to take
into account all that.132

5.26

42

If the Colleges (and in particular Tocal) were to be transferred to DET, it is unlikely that the
operating resource – the farm - could also be transferred. Mr Dunlop noted that the return
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from the farm enables the training to be undertaken, and without that return the education
provided at Tocal would be less viable:
if you had that operating resource removed entirely from Tocal – you just left the
architectural buildings and you had a teaching resource there and you had none of the
operating resources - with all its commercial rigour – how on earth could you conduct
both the internal and external courses that are now being conducted by and at Tocal.
You could not. 133

5.27

In conclusion Mr Dunlop stressed:
I underline the need for the conservation of the charitable trust and all it entails. That
must predominate in any consideration of the future of Tocal.134

5.28

Mr Dunlop was unable to provide the Committee with a proportion of Tocal’s operating costs
that were covered by farm revenue or from the Trust. He took that question on notice which
was then forwarded to the Department. An answer was received on 8 September 2004 as
follows:
The farm earnings from the College farm operations are largely managed by the
Department’s Corporate Services and these earnings are not accounted for in the
costing of educational programs. The farms are run on a commercial basis and are as
self-sufficient as possible given their nature. The CB Alexander Foundation owns and
operates the College’s Numeralla chicken farm, an enterprise it purchased in 1980.
These funds are put to the purposes of the CB Alexander Foundation and are not
accounted for or involved in the costing or operation of the student programs.135

5.29

The Committee notes the unique nature of Tocal and that this makes any transfer of funding
to DET as highly unlikely.

Benefits of transferring the Colleges to DET
5.30

Several submissions and witnesses were of the opinion that a transfer of MCA and Tocal to
DET would have a positive effect on provision of agricultural training. There was also some
support for the Colleges transferring to DET as a ‘least worst’ option. Reasons for these views
included:

5.31

•

Education is DET’s core business, but only an ancillary business for the
Department of Primary Industries

•

Possible continuation of agricultural studies towards a degree

Mr Brassil, Deputy Chairman of the Riverina Regional Development Board (RRDB), provided
a clear rationale for transfer of the Colleges to the DET:
Being part of the Department of Agriculture seems to me to indicate that it [the
Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture] is an ancillary activity of the Department of
133
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Agriculture, which is concerned with other aspects of agriculture besides educating
people in it.136

5.32

The proposal would see all resources, including any staff, facilities and NSW and
Commonwealth Treasury allocations being transferred to DET. Charles Sturt University
(CSU) would participate as it is already linked to MCA through an Affiliate Institute
Agreement. In Mr Brassil’s view, an additional benefit would be a broadening of what is
taught at the Colleges and the possibility of progressing towards a degree qualification. Mr
Brassil told the Committee that:
I can see it being wider than just agriculture, yes, so that I do not think it should be
continuously just agricultural specific. … there should be some sort of set-up so that
the importance of agriculture to that particular college is recognised; that it is the
specialty of that college, and that it should be maintained. … but I do not see anything
wrong with teaching other aspects that are fairly normal to TAFE. … I do not see
why some other skills should not be taught, for instance welding or metal work
generally, or a number of other skills.137

5.33

In its submission, the Riverina Area Consultative Committee expressed cautious support for a
plan designed ‘as a mechanism to deliver regionally appropriate training’ and ‘to ensure the
next generation of farm workers are afforded the opportunity of flexible and locally based
training.’138 The Riverina Regional Development Board submitted that it ‘cannot understand
why Murrumbidgee and Tocal Colleges have not been transferred to the Department of
Education and Training under a model as proposed or similar.’’139

5.34

The MCA Advisory Council (Advisory Council) raised doubt over the Department’s
continued commitment to youth education at the MCA. Although not seen as the best
possible outcome, the Advisory Council suggested that the next best possible outcome would
be the transfer to DET and TAFE system.140 The question of where the Colleges were
situated is secondary to Mr Geltch, Chairperson of the Advisory Council, who told the
Committee the focus should be on providing skills-based agricultural training:
… There has been almost a divergence in the way education has been delivered to the
agricultural sector in New South Wales. It has moved away from multifaceted,
multidisciplinary education into a more streamlined, academic versus skills-based
system. Tocal and MCA were doing skills-based training very well. TAFE carries out
that role as well. We must ask the question whether this institution would be better off
in the TAFE system. … Whether it is provided by the Department of Education and
Training or the Department of Agriculture, there is a need for skills-based training in
southern and western New South Wales. … currently not being fulfilled by TAFE or
Tocal..141
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5.35

The Advisory Council submission continued:
If the NSW Department of Agriculture is not prepared to commit the human,
physical and financial resources to agricultural youth education, then we believe that
there should be a transfer of this responsibility because:1

Provision of VET is the core business of the Department of Education and
Training – this is not the core business of NSW Agriculture, NSW Fisheries,
Department of Mineral Resources or NSW Forests.

2

DET should be responsible for all government provision of education and
training. This will ensure:
a.

More efficient use of limited public resources (human, physical and
financial)

b. Consistency of:
i. Policy implementation, including reporting and accounting to
NSWBVET and ANTA.
ii. Quality of VET provisions and outcomes.
iii. Meeting the needs of equity groups.
c.

5.36

That rural VET provision across NSW will address environmental issues
including water management, salinity and maintaining the well being of
rural resources and assets.142

Mr Speers suggested that transferring MCA and Tocal to the DET might open the Colleges to
part privatisation of vocational education and training with an effect on both educational
delivery and educational take-up in the rural sector. He informed the Committee that:
The vocational education and training sector was opened up to the user-choice policy
from about 1994. So, rather than being a TAFE-based sector, private providers could
become registered and be accredited to deliver training and, in particular, to receive
public funding. A number of shifts have occurred in the way training is delivered and
in the way that people have approached accessing the education and training system.
One of those shifts has been towards work-based delivery. That has probably been
one of the biggest shifts. The other significant shift, primarily since 1998-99, has been
the move away from people enrolling in what one would call full certificate courses at
various levels to training that is specific to their immediate needs. Unfortunately, the
statistics do not go back that far. That trend was picked up in only about 2000 in the
official data collection process.143

Community support for Tocal College
5.37

The Committee received 121 form letters signed by individuals, families and businesses
expressing support for Tocal College in the strongest terms and requesting that its funding
142
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remain within the Department of Primary Industries. Some of the signatories also gave
evidence. Mr Hodgens for instance expressed concerns for the future of NSW agricultural
colleges and their students:
It worries me deeply … Queensland … from memory, they have still got five …
residential colleges. Tocal is not pure academic, it is not trying to be a university, it is a
hands-on college where we are trying to get them to put all their skills together into
management as well as hands-on driving a tractor properly, spraying properly. Yes, I
am extremely concerned.144

5.38

Mr Chaffey expressed why Tocal fills needs that TAFE cannot:
There is such a thing as being on the spot at the right time and place to be able to
apply the different principles of those industries, and if you are not living and working
in that industry where it is you do not learn the principles. … with its beef
management course and all the practical beef stuff that goes on there, when things are
happening [at Tocal] the students are there, they are there right where it is happening;
they are learning from experience; they are learning things are real. … I think you have
got to live in that environment to learn those things. I grew up on a farm. A lot of
what I learnt on the farm cannot be passed on to other people because I have lived
and experienced it. … the real practical farmers of today … have got to actually live
and experience the environment in which they are working to be able to achieve.145

Conclusion
5.39

The Committee notes that at the date of this report the Minister has not made available
correspondence between himself and the Minister for Education on the funding of the
College. The Committee does not agree with the statement by the Minister that this matter is
not within the terms of reference or within the Committee’s powers. The Committee is
pursuing the matter, as discussed in Chapter 1. In the absence of this information the
Committee recognises that there are reasonable arguments both for and against funding the
colleges through the Department of Primary Industries.

5.40

The Committee heard a large amount of evidence about the importance of initial training and
continuing education for farmers, a result of constantly changing technology and the need for
more efficient use of natural resources. On balance the Committee believes that farmers in
New South Wales will be best served if this education continues to be provided by the
Department of Primary Industries in specialist agricultural colleges, and recommends that the
Department make a long term commitment to developing centres of excellence at MCA and
Tocal.
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Recommendation 5
That the Government recognise the uniqueness and importance of agricultural education in
New South Wales and continue to provide adequate financial human and capital resources to
Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture, Yanco and CB Alexander Agricultural College, Tocal.

Recommendation 6
That the Minister, in conjunction with the advisory councils of the Murrumbidgee College of
Agriculture and Tocal colleges, continue to seek improvement of courses offered at the
Colleges and effectively market these courses, to ensure both colleges remain centres of
excellence in agricultural education.
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Appendix 1 Submissions
No

Author

1

Rodham, Mr Chris

2

Slennett, Mrs J N

3

Young, Mr Ron

4

Sternbeck AM, Mr Harold J, Sternbeck’s Real Estate

5

Mulcahy, Mr Tom

6

Edwards, Ms Michelle

7

Yeend, Ms Kylie

8

Pluis, Mr R C, General Manager, Leeton Shire Council

9

Butler, Mrs Louise

10

Butler, Mr John

11

Butler, Ms Claire

12
13

Butler, Mrs Mary, Hon Secretary, Isolated Children’s Parents’ Association of
NSW Inc
Edwards, Mr P J, Principal, Leeton High School

14

Piccoli MP, Mr Adrian, Member for Murrumbidgee

15

Hodgens, Mr John

16

Lightfoot, Mr D H, William and Susannah Gill Memorial Scholarship

17

Star, Mr David

18

Evans, Mr Glen, Executive Officer, Hunter-Central Rivers Catchment
Management Authority
Star, Mr Greg

19
20

Crakenthorp, Mr Andrew, Assistant General Manager (Corporate), Griffith City
Council

21

Sherlock, Mrs Barbara

22

24

Chaffey, Mr Richard, Chairman, C B Alexander Agricultural College Advisory
Board
Geltch, Mr Jim, President, Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture Advisory
Council
McCredie, Ms Fiona, General Manager, Policy, NSW Farmers’ Association

25

Fretwell, Ms Kylie

26

Speers, Mr Geoff

27

Gibbs, Ms Diana, Regional Communities Consultative Council

28

Hunt, Mr David, Life Member, C B Alexander Foundation

29

Alford, Mr Brian, President, Friends of Tocal Inc

23
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No

Author

30

Mordue, Mr Amos

31

Brooks, Mr Sandy

32

McDonald, Mr Ray

33

Perkins, Mr Roger, Chief Executive, Royal Agricultural Society of NSW

34

Speers, Mr Geoff, NSW Department of Education and Training

35

Watson, Mr Tom, Chairperson, Riverina Area Consultative Committee Inc

36

Dale, Mr Peter, Executive Officer, Riverina Regional Development Board

37

Dalton, Mrs Helen, Secretary, Condobolin Progress Association

38

Zaknich, Mr Frank, General Manager, Bland Shire Council

39

Dunlop, Mr Ian, Member, Friends of Tocal
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Appendix 2 Form letter signatories (Friends of Tocal)

50

No

Author

40

Alford, Ms Julianne

41

Anderson, Mr V J

42

Baillie, Mr Barry G

43

Bain, Mr D S

44

Balson, Mr W

45

Bartlett, Mr G M & Mrs B A

46

Baumann, Mr AB & Mrs J I

47

Beech, Mr Ron & Mrs E

48

Benecke, Mr F S & Mrs M A

49

Bentley, Mr Robin

50

Bloom, Mr J, Executive Director, Rural Skills Australia

51

Bottriew JP, Mr H R

52

Bower, Mr Daryl K

53

Bowman, Mrs I H

54

Brinklow, Ms Zara V

55

Brosi, Mr O

56

Brouwer, Mr David & Mrs Heather

57

Brown, Cr Helen, Port Stephens Council

58

Browning, Ms Anna

59

Bryden, Ms Gay

60

Burg, Mr William & Mrs Bernadette M

61

Burns, Mr Arthur

62

Carter, Mr John

63

Clancy, Mr Brian

64

Collison, Ms Freda

65

Cruzzin Pty Ltd

66

Dale, Mr Paul

67

Darwen, Mr W J & Mrs P D

68

Dent, Mr C & Mrs M

69

Dircks OAM, Mr R

70

Doughty, Dr F R

71

Drinan, Mr John
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No

Author

72

Driscoll, Mr M

73

Duball, Mr Hinten, President, Hunter Harvest

74

Duball, Mr Robert

75

Duncan, Mrs Margo

76

Dunlop, Mr Allen & Mrs Helen

77

Dunlop, Mr I & Mrs Rosemary

78

Dunn, Mr R & Mrs J

79

Edwards, Ms Michelle

80

Ellis, Mr C & Mrs Hilma

81

Entwistle, Mr Keith

82

Evans, Mr Peter J

83

Fairfax, Mr J O

84

Fallon, Ms Marion R

85

Fibbens, Mr C & Mrs Judi

86

Garnsey, Revd George

87

Germany, Ms Leanne & Mr G F L

88

Grainger, Mr Paul & Mrs

89

Gray, Mr I J & Mrs Evelyn

90

Greig, Mr Roger

91

Harrison, Mr Ivan & Mrs Amanda

92

Hawley OAM, Mr G G

93

Henderson, Mr Rob, Manager, Kooragang City Farm

94

Herft, Mr Roger

95

Hodgson, Ms Anne

96

Holliday OAM, Mr E G

97

Holt, Ms Deborah

98

Holz, Mr Neville, Mr N J & Mrs L

99

Humphery JP, Cr Arch

100

Hunt, Mr Ian S

101

Hunter, Ms Cynthia

102

Kearney, Mrs Pennie & Mr Mal

103

Keating, Mr Tony

104

Kemfer, Mr Robert

105

Keppie, Mr W L & Mrs M V

106

Kepple, Mr G W
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No

Author

107

Kingston, Mr J R & Mrs Maureen

108

Leslie, Ms Ellen J

109

Leverence, Mr Edward A

110

Macaulay, Mr Ian

111

Maher, Mr David

112

Mann, Ms Freda E

113

Martin, Mr Eric, Eric Martin & Associations

114

Martin, Mr Ray & Mrs Nancy

115

McEvoy, Mr R I

116

McFarlane, Mr George C

117

McGrath, Mr Vivian John

118

McLaren, Mr A & Mrs H

119

McMahon, Mr Gregan

120

McMahon, Ms Margaret

121

Mead, Mr N J & Mrs B A

122

Mitchell, Mr David & Mrs Penelope

123

Morris, Mr Rod, Member, Tocal Advisory Council

124

Muddle, Mr Ray

125

Mulcahy, Mr T P

126

Newham, Ms Lucy

127

O’Donohue, Mr Ray

128

Parker, Mr C

129

Pattison, Dr Allan

130

Pearson, Mr K W

131

Pearson, Mr W M

132

Petersen, Ms Brenda J

133

Price, Mr J

134

Pyle, Mr Ernest Douglas & Mrs Nell McLeod

135

Reynolds, Ms Jane

136

Richardson, Mr E C

137

Rogerson, Mr R T & Mrs E C

138

Roper, Mr Douglas & Mrs Daphne

139

Sands, Mr Rodger

140

Shaw, Mr M G

141

Sherlock, Mr Brian L
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No

Author

142

Sherlock, Mrs Barbara

143

Skelding, Mr T

144

Skelton, Mr Bob

145

Skelton, Mr Dave

146

Snails Bon’ Appetite

147

Sokoloff, Mr B A & Mrs S B

148

Soper, Ms Judy

149

Sparkes, Mr Ray & Mrs Jeanette, Owners, Absolutely Turf

150

Stacy, Mr John & Mrs Kaye

151

Swain, Mr R J, Hon Secretary, NSW Farmers’ Association – Delungra Branch

152

Wearne, Ms Judy

153

Webeck, Mrs Valerie

154

Wile, Mr J M

155

Wilson, Mr John & Mrs Cathy

156

Wood, Mr R J & Mrs G M

157

Young, Mr Ron

158

Bailey, Ms Fay

159

Beutel, Ms Ashley, Mr Neil & Mrs Julie

160

Evans, Mr G
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Appendix 3 Witnesses
Date
21 June 2004

5 July 2004

54

Name
Butler, Ms Claire
Slennett, Mr Daniel
Crakanthorp, Mr Andrew
Zappacosta, Cr Dino
Rodham, Mrs Jeannette
Delves, Mr Alan
Geltch, Mr James
Speers, Mr Geoff
Brassil, AM, Mr Patrick
Dale, Mr Peter
Piccoli MP, Mr Adrian
Dunlop, Mr Gordon
Gleeson, Dr Alan
Howard, Ms Ellen
Scott-Orr, Ms Helen
Sheldrake, Dr Richard
Gibbs, Ms Diana
Pluis, Mr Ray
Brown, Mr Alan
Sorrell, Mr Jeff
Chaffey, Mr Richard
Hodgens, Mr John
Whiston, Mr Scott
Dunlop, Mr Ian
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Position and Organisation
Ex-student - Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture
Ex-student - Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture
Griffith City Council
Griffith City Council
Parent of ex-student - Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture
Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture Advisory Council
Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture Advisory Council
Department of Education and Training
Riverina Regional Development Board
Riverina Regional Development Board
Member for Murrumbidgee
Isolated Children and Parents Association
Department of Primary Industries
Department of Primary Industries
Department of Primary Industries
Department of Primary Industries
Regional Communities Consultative Council
Leeton Shire Council
NSW Farmers’ Association
NSW Farmers’ Association
C B Alexander Agricultural College Advisory Council
Farmer and Grazier
Tocal Agricultural College Ex-Students Association
Friends of Tocal
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Appendix 4 Tabled Documents
Date
21 June 2004

1

Tabled by
Geltch, Mr James

2

Geltch, Mr James

3

Geltch, Mr James

4

Geltch, Mr James

5

Geltch, Mr James

6

Geltch, Mr James

7

Dale, Mr Peter Stanley

8

Dale, Mr Peter Stanley

9

Piccoli MP, Mr Adrian

Document details
Extending Education: Review of the Agricultural Colleges within
NSW Agriculture, NSW Agriculture, March 2001
Letter to Ms Ellen Howard, Program Manager, Education
& Training), NSW Agriculture, 2 April 2001, from
Chairman, Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture Advisory
Council, 2 April 2001
Letter to Dr K Sheridan AO, Director-General, NSW
Agriculture, from Chairman, Murrumbidgee College of
Agriculture Advisory Council, 30 June 2001
email – summary of college data for 2000 – 2002 from
Carolyn Huckel, 17 September 2003
Consolidation of the provision of public agricultural
education in NSW, author and date unknown
Letter to Mr Jim Geltch, AO from K P Sheridan AO,
Director-General, NSW Agriculture, 8 August 2001
A new collegiate system for rural and remote students –
rural education & training precincts, by Geoff Creek,
Principal, Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture, 9
Octoberr 2003
Minutes of meeting held at Murrumbidgee College of
Agriculture , Yanco, Monday 8 September 2003, by
Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture Advisory Council
NSW State Electoral Districts Ranked by 2001 Census
Characteristics, by Mark D’Arney (NSW Parliamentary
Library Research Service), 2003
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Appendix 5 Extending Education - Summary of
Recommendations
It is recommended:
To achieve greater integration between the Colleges and the Divisional Programs
A. That NSW Agriculture reflect, in its corporate goals and planning, the complementarity of vocational education and
training (VET) and extension services.
B. That NSW Agriculture seek Registered Training Organisation (RTO) status on behalf of Divisional Programs to
enhance the value that education adds to the wider extension network.
C. That the primary focus of the Colleges be re-aligned such that their main goal can be stated ‘the Colleges, in
conjunction with NSW Agriculture’s other product and service Programs, service farmers and agricultural industries.’
i.

That the College Principals be responsible for ensuring all training activity conducted by College staff,
including development and delivery, is in conjunction with other Divisional Programs.

ii.

That education officers be utilised by other Divisional Programs for the purposes of enhancing VET
capability for the Department.

iii.

That the Education and Training Program devote necessary resources to ‘selling’ the benefits of VET to
the rest of the Department.

iv.

That a working group be formed, comprising the Program Manager Education and Training, the College
Principals and at least two other Program Managers, to develop mechanisms to enhance integration
between Programs and between the Colleges.

v.

That physical and human resources currently located at NSW Agriculture’s Centres of Excellence be
utilised to improve the provision of accredited training on behalf of the whole organisation.

vi.

That Commonwealth Capital Funds and Growth Funds be directed towards enhancing infrastructure at
Centres of Excellence and the development and delivery of training resources at these Centres.

vii.

That the Colleges increase their role in training Departmental staff through an expanded range of short
courses and the adoption of a purchaser/provider arrangement with Staff Training and Development.

To achieve improved utilisation of resources:
D. That administrative, financial and publication functions at the Colleges be standardised and consolidated to ensure
quality assurance and to achieve efficiency gains by reducing unnecessary duplication.
E. That a business development officer be appointed for a term of 5 years at Yanco and charged with furthering business
development and marketing of NSW Agriculture’s VET and extension functions.
F.

That three permanent full-time staff members be appointed at Yanco, and one of these be assigned to each of these
programs:
-

Aboriginal Rural Training Program

-

Quality assurance (Food Processing) Program

-

Horticulture/Viticulture Program.

G. That the feasibility and development of on-line learning opportunities be examined as a means of increasing flexible
delivery for VET.
H. That consideration be given to consolidating full-time residential activity to one College site by 2004 if the decline in
full-time student numbers continues into 2003.
I.

That Commonwealth capital funds be used towards the refurbishment of existing College buildings to meet changing
needs.

J.

That the accommodation buildings Calrose and Inga at Yanco be converted into office accommodation to facilitate
rationalisation of administrative and clerical functions at the site.
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To achieve improved internal systems:
K. That prices charged for short courses delivered to farmers are based, as a minimum, on the direct costs derived from
NSW Agriculture’s Short Course Costing Module (minus the overheads and management costs).
To achieve enhanced links with external bodies:
L.

That liaison and cooperation with external agencies and training providers be continued, particularly in order to
encourage enhanced collaboration, and reduce duplication and competition, where appropriate.146

146

NSW Agriculture, Extending Education: Review of the Agricultural Colleges within NSW Agriculture, March
2001, Executive Summary, pp5-7
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Appendix 6 Answers received to Questions on Notice
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Appendix 7 Minutes of Meetings
Minutes No 22
Tuesday 11 May 2004
Room 1108, Parliament House at 6.40pm
1.

Members present
Mr Cohen (Chair)
Mr West
Mr Colless
Mr West
Mr Tsang
Ms Hale
Mr Lynn
Ms Fazio for items 1-6(Griffin)
Mr Catanzariti for items 7-8(Griffin)

2.

Substitute members
The Chair informed the Committee that he had received written advice from the Government Whip that Ms Fazio
would be substituting for Ms Griffin for the duration on the inquiry into the Hunter Economic Zone and the
Tomalpin woodlands; and that Mr Catanzariti would be substituting for Ms Griffin for the duration of the inquiry
into the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture.

3.

Confirmation of Minutes No 21
Resolved, on the motion of Ms Fazio, that minutes No 21 be confirmed.
…

7.

Inquiry into the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture
The Committee noted the resolution of the House of Wednesday of Wednesday 5 May 2004:
1. That General Purpose Standing Committee No. 5 inquire into and report on the closure of residential training at the
Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture and in particular:
(a) the process by which the decision was made to close the residential training,
(b) the community and industry consultation that preceded the announcement of the proposal,
(c) the impact on the Leeton and Yanco communities and district, and
(d) the reasons why Murrumbidgee and Tocal colleges have not been transferred to the Department of Education and Training.
2. That the Committee report by Thursday 23 September 2004.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that the Chair seek the leave of the House to extend the reporting date for
the inquiry to Thursday 21 October 2004.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that the tiltle for the inquiry be the Inquiry into the Murrumbidgee College
of Agriculture.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that the closing date for submissions to the inquiry be Friday 11 June 2004.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that the Chair be authorised to place advertisements calling for submissions
in the Griffith Area News, Wagga Wagga Advertiser, Leeton Murrumbidgee Irrigator, The Land, Sunrasia Daily, and
the West Wyalong Advocate.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, to conduct a public hearing at Parliament House on Monday 5 July 2004 and
a site visit and public hearing at the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture on either Monday 21 June or Friday 2 July.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Tsang, that arrangements for the conduct of the public hearings and the site visit be
left in the hands of the secretariat.
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Resolved, on the motion of Mr Lynn, that Members would advise the secretariat of persons or organisations to
whom should be sent invitations to make submissions to the inquiry.
8.

Adjournment
The Committee adjourned at 7.35pm sine die.

Robert Stefanic
Clerk to the Committee
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Minutes No 25
Monday 21 June 2004
Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture, Yanco, at 10:00am
1.

Members present
Mr Cohen (Chair)
Mr West
Mr Colless
Ms Hale
Mr Lynn
Mr Catanzariti (Griffin)

2.

Apologies
Mr Tsang

3.

Advice of substitute members
The Chair informed the Committee that he had received written advice from the Government Whip that Mr
Catanzariti would be substituting for Ms Griffin for the duration of the inquiry.

4.

Correspondence
The Committee noted the following sumissions received
•

No 1 – Mr Chris Rodham

•

No 2 – Mrs J Slennett

•

No 11 – Ms Claire Butler

•

No 12 – Isolated Children’s Parents’ Association

•

No 14 – Mr Adrian Piccoli MP, Member for Murrumbidgee

•

No 20 – Griffith City Council

•

No 23 – Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture Advisory Council

•

No 27 – Mr Geoff Speers

•

No 32 – Mr Geoff Speers

•

No 35 – Riverina Development Board

The Committee deliberated.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that submissions numbers 1, 2, 11, 12, 14, 20, 23, 27, 32 and 35 be made
public.
5.

Public Hearing
The public and media were admitted. The Chair made a statement to Members regarding the broadcasting of
proceedings.
Mr Daniel Slennett and Ms Clare Butler, ex-students, Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture, were admitted and
examined.
The witnesses withdrew.
Cr Dino Zappacosta and Mr Andrew Crakanthorp, Griffith City Council, were admitted and examined.
The witnesses withdrew.
Mrs Janette Rodham, local resident, mother of ex student, Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture, was admitted and
examined.
The witness withdrew.
Mr Jim Geltch AM and Mr Grant Delves, members of the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture Advisory Council,
were admitted and examined.
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Mr Geltch tabled the following documents with the Committee:
•

Extending Education: Review of the Agricultural Colleges within NSW Agriculture

•

Letter to Ms Ellen Howard, Program Manager (Education and Training), NSW Agriculture

•

Letter to Dr K Sheridan AO, Director-General, NSW Agriculture

•

Email – summary of college data for 2000-2002

•

Consolidation of the provision of public agricultural education in NSW

•

Letter to Mr Geltch from Dr K Sheridan AO, Director-General, NSW Agriculture

The witnesses withdrew.
The Committee adjourned briefly at 1:00 pm for a tour of the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture facilities,
accompanied by Mr Cameron Archer, Principal, Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture, Mr George Stevens,
Manager, Yanco Agricultural Institute, and Mr John Collins, Manager, Continuing Education, Murrumbidgee College
of Agriculture.
The Hearing resumed at 2:00 pm.
Mr Geoff Speers, local resident, was admitted and examined.
The witness withdrew.
Mr Pat Brassil AM, Deputy Chair, Riverina Regional Development Board, and Mr Peter Dale, Executive Officer,
Riverina Regional Development Board, were admitted and examined.
Mr Dale tabled the following documents with the Committee:
•

A new collegiate system for rural and remote students – rural education & training precincts

•

Minutes of Meeting held at MCA Yanco Monday 8 September 2003

The witnesses withdrew.
Mr Adrian Piccoli MP, Member for Murrumbidgee, was admitted and examined.
Mr Piccoli tabled the following document with the Committee:
•

NSW State Electoral Districts Ranked by 2001 Census Characteristics

The witness withdrew.
Mr Gordon Dunlop, State President, Isolated Children and Parent’s Association, was admitted and examined.
The witness withdrew.
The public and media withdrew.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless that the Committee publish the documents tabled with the Committee during
the public hearing.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that the Chair, on behalf of the Committee, write to the following
organisations requesting their attendance as witnesses at a hearing to be held at Parliament House on Monday 5 July
2004.
•

The Department of Agriculture

•

Ms Helen Scott-Orr

•

Ms Ellen Howard

•

Dr Richard Sheldrake

•

Leeton Council

•

Rural Communities Consultative Council

•

NSW Farmers’ Association
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6.

•

Tocal Advisory Council

•

The Department of Education and Training

•

Mr Kevin Sheridan AO, former Director-General, Department of Agriculture.

Adjournment
The Committee adjourned at 4:00 pm until 10am on Friday 5 July 2004 (Tomalpin Inquiry).

Rachel Simpson
Clerk to the Committee
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Minutes No 27
Monday 5 July 2004
Room 814/815, Parliament House at 9.45 am
1.

Members Present
Mr Ian Cohen (Chair)
Mr Tony Catanzariti
Mr Rick Colless
Ms Sylvia Hale
Mr Charlie Lynn (Harwin)
Mr Henry Tsang
Mr Ian West (Griffin)

2.

Substitutions
The Chair noted correspondence received from the Government Whip that the Hon Ian West MLC would replace
the Hon Kayee Griffin MLC for the purposes of the hearing.
The Chair noted correspondence received from the Opposition Whip that the Hon Charlie Lynn MLC would
replace the Hon Don Harwin MLC for the duration of the inquiry.

3.

Minutes
Resolved on the motion of Mr West, that Minutes No 25 be confirmed.

4.

Correspondence received

Submissions
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Catanzariti, that submissions nos 3 to 10; 13; 15 to 19; 21 to 22; 24 to 26; 28 to 31;
33 to 34 and 36 to 37 be made public.

Correspondence to Ministers for Agriculture and Education
Resolved, on the motion or Mr Colless, that the Chair write to the Minister for Agriculture and the Minister for
Education and Training requesting copies of correspondence between the Ministers regarding the withdrawal of
Commonwealth Education and Training funds from NSW Agriculture.
5.

Public hearing - Inquiry into the Closure of the Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture
The public, the media and witnesses were admitted.
The Chair made an opening statement drawing attention to the broadcasting guidelines and other matters.
Dr Richard Sheldrake, Deputy Director General of Agriculture and Fisheries, Ms Helen Scott-Orr, Executive
Director Research Advisory and Education, Ms Ellen Howard, Program Manager, Education and Training and Dr
Alan Gleeson, Executive Director Corporate Services, Department of Primary Industries, were sworn and examined.
Evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
Ms Diana Gibbs, Chair, Rural Communities Consultative Council, was sworn and examined.
Evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
Mr Ray Pluis, General Manager, Leeton Shire Council, was sworn and examined.
Evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
Mr Allan Brown, Member and Mr Jeff Sorrell, Campaign Manager, NSW Farmers Association, were sworn and
examined.
Evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
Mr Richard Chaffey, private citizen and Mr John Hodgens, Member, CB Alexander College Advisory Council, were
sworn and examined.
Evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
Mr Scott Whiston, Member, Tocal College Ex-Students Association, was sworn and examined.
Evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
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Mr Ian Dunlop, Member, Friends of Tocal, was sworn and examined.
Evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
6.

Deliberative
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that Members may provide the secretariat with additional questions on
notice for today’s witnesses by 5pm Wednesday 7 July 2004.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr West, to publish the submission of Mr Dunlop.

7.

Adjournment
The Committee adjourned at 4.15pm sine die.

Rachel Simpson
Clerk to the Committee
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Minutes No 33
Monday 18 October 2004
Room 1108 Parliament House at 11:00 am

2.

Members Present
Mr Ian Cohen (Chair)
Mr Tony Catanzariti
Mr Rick Colless
Ms Kayee Griffin
Ms Sylvia Hale
Mr Henry Tsang (to 12:15pm)
Hon Jan Burnswoods (from 12:15pm)

3.

Substitutions
The Chair informed the Committee that he had received written advice from the Government Whip that Ms
Burnswoods would be substituting for Mr Tsang from 12:15 pm for the duration of the deliberative meeting.

4.

Minutes
Resolved on the motion of Mr Catanzariti that Minutes No 27 be confirmed.

5.

Correspondence
The Committee noted the following correspondence received:
•
4 August 2004 - from Hon Ian Macdonald MLC, NSW Minister for Primary Industries, to the Chair, General
Purpose Standing Committee No 5 on the subject of copies of correspondence between himself and the
Minister for Education and Training.
The Committee noted the following correspondence sent:
•
12 July 2004 - from Ian Cohen MLC, Chair General Purpose Standing Committee No 5, to the Hon Ian
Macdonald MLC, NSW Minister for Primary Industries requesting copies of correspondence between himself
and the Minister for Education and Training.
•
12 July 2004 - from Ian Cohen MLC, Chair General Purpose Standing Committee No 5, to the Hon Andrew
Refshauge MP, NSW Minister for Education and Training requesting copies of correspondence between
himself and the Minister for Primary Industries.
•
28 July 2004 - from Ian Cohen MLC, Chair General Purpose Standing Committee No 5, to Mr John
Hodgens, re invitation to visit to Tocal College.
•
8 September 2004 - from Ian Cohen MLC, Chair General Purpose Standing Committee No 5, to the Hon Ian
Macdonald MLC, NSW Minister for Primary Industries requesting an explanation of the basis upon which
the Minister considered the request for correspondence between himself and the Minister for Education and
Training.
The Committee deliberated.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that the Committee write to the Hon Andrew Refshauge MP, NSW Minister
for Education and Training requesting a response to the Committee’s letter of 12 July 2004, and send a follow-up
letter to the Hon Ian Macdonald.
The Committee noted the following answers to Questions on Notice received:
•
Hon Ian Macdonald MLC, Minister for Primary Industries
•
Mr Ray Pluis, Leeton Shire Council
•
Mr John Hodgens, Farmer
•
Mr Adrian Piccoli MP, Member for Murrumbidgee
•
Mr Alan Brown, NSW Farmers’ Association
•
Mr Ian Dunlop
The Committee deliberated.
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Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that responses to the Questions on Notice be made public and added as an
attachment to the report.
The Committee noted the receipt of submissions 38 and 39.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that all public submissions be published on the web.

6.

Murrumbidgee College of Agriculture
Chair’s draft report
The Chair tabled his draft report which, having been circulated, was taken as being read.
Chapter One read.
Chapter Two read.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that, subject to the information being available from the Committee’s
evidence, an additional table (2.2) be created showing a breakdown of student contact hours and that if the
breakdown into full time or part time hours is not available, a column be added to Table 2.1 showing the total
contact hours.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Tsang, that the following phrase be added at the end of paragraph 2.35
“ as a consequence of a community awareness campaign.”
Mr Colless moved a motion that the word “unfortunate” be changed to the word “regrettable” in paragraph 2.36,
line 3.
Question put.
Ayes:

Mr Colless
Mr Cohen
Ms Hale

Noes:

Mr Tsang
Ms Griffin
Mr Tsang

Question resolved in the affirmative on the casting vote of the Chair.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that a recommendation be inserted after Recommendation 3, that
“That the residential facilities remain intact and functional until such time as the working party examining the
future of the College has completed its deliberations and reported.”
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that the Committee adjourn for thirty minutes to allow Mr Catanzariti to
devise a suitable form of words to propose as an amendment to paragraph 3.10.
The Committee adjourned at 12:35pm.
The Committee resumed at 1:05pm.
Chapter Three read.
The Committee deliberated.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Catazariti, that paragraph 3.10 be amended by deletion of the words “superficial” and
that the words “appear to have been” be replaced by “were”, and that a new paragraph 3.11 be inserted immediately
after 3.10 which reads:
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“Government members of the Committee believe that there is conflicting evidence as to the nature or level
of consultation that occurred between the Department and the Advisory Council.”
Chapter Four read.
Chapter Five read.
The Chair indicated that his foreword would be circulated to Members of the Committee for approval to include in
the report.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Colless, that the report, as amended, be adopted.
Resolved, on the motion of Ms Hale, that the report be signed by the Chair and presented to the Clerk of the House
on Thursday 21 October 2004 in accordance with the resolution establishing the Committee of 3 July 2003.
Resolved, on the motion of Ms Hale, that the Committee secretariat be authorised to make any grammatical or
typographical changes to the report prior to tabling.
Resolved, on the motion of Ms Hale, that pursuant to the provisions of section 4 of the Parliamentary Papers
(Supplementary Provisions) Act 1975 and under the authority of Standing Order 223, the Committee authorise the
Clerk of the Committee to publish the report, correspondence, submissions and tabled documents, except for those
for which confidentiality has been requested.

7.

Adjournment
The Committee adjourned at 1:45pm sine die.

Rachel Simpson
Clerk to the Committee
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